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If You Need It, We Rent It.
With our in-depth selection of rental equipment, it's easy to try out that exotic lens or
experiment with new lighting techniques. All of our rentals are clean, pre-tested and
guaranteed so you don't have to worry about anything except your next shot!
• We carry the latest releases and most popular equipment from leading manufacturers including Canon,
Contax, Fujifilm, Hasselblad, Lowe!, Mamiya, Matthews, Minolta, Nikon, Norman, Pentax, Speedotron
and many more.
• Our vast selection includes unique Calumet-exclusive brands such as
Balcar, Caltar, Cambo, Calumet and Hosemaster.
• Our affordable rates are available on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.
• We rent the newest digital equipment on the market including scanners,
printers, cameras, camera backs, lighting, memmy and much more.
• With our "Try Before You Buy" program, you'll receive a partial refund of
your rental fee if you decide to buy the product.
• If you travel, we can arrange rentals within our network of 30 retail

Visit
www.calumetphoto.com
to download a PDF versi~
of our rental catalog.

locations around the world.
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10 Summer hot spots to discover
12 Getting schooled In sexual healing
13 What If famous columnists were column-less?
13 Is Chicago phatter than fat?
14 A 24-hour adventure In tourism
15 Theme Parties 101
16 Why Chicago's campy commercials work
17 Readers weigh In on Issues that divide the city

Coffee Wars
Independent coffee shops in Wicker Park
survive Starbucks-so far.
By Natalie Mau

20 Geoffrey Mac makes your wardrobe stretch
22 Q8cA with "SNL's" Seth Meyers
23 In These Times still tells It like It Is
24 Steppln': The making of a dance
26 Local artists on the verge of fame

Breaking the Silence
The Apna Ghar Domestic Violence Shelter is
helping South Asian women find a home
away from home.
By Jamie DiVecchio di Ramsay

Bathroom graffiti decoded

Cab driver Slsay Gebregezlabher sees the bright
side of city life while working the midnight shift.
Photo by Jamie DIVecchlo dl Ramsay
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CENTRAL CAMERA COMPANY
PHOTOGRAPHIC HEADQUARTERS SINCE 1899 • OUR 103rd YEAR

WHERE YOU WILL FIND LOW PRICES
EVERYDAY &GET FREE DELIVERY*
At Central Camera You Will Find:
Used
Equipment:
35mm &

Photography
Books

Film & Finishing,
Projection Bulbs

Gadget
Bags

Digital Cameras,
Film Scanners
Exposure
Meters,
Electronic
Flash, &
Accessories

&
Printers

Binoculars

Frames &
Photo Albums

Format
Accessories

Tripods
&
Lighting Equipment

All This And Much, Much, More.
Make Central Camera Your One Stop Source For All Your Photographic Needs
230 S. Wabash Ave. • CHICAGO, IL 60604
Near Jackson Blvd

312• 427 • 5580

WE ACCEPT VISA-MC-AMEX-DISC.

M-F: 8:30-5:30 • Sat: 8:30-5:00
www.central-camera.com
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Publisher's Letter
I've been teaching full-time in
Columbia's Magazine Program for
three-and-a-half years, and it's just
starting to happen: Former students en
masse are calling, e-mailing and stopping by to share their struggles and
successes. Some are experiencing firsthand the reality of a publishing industry in recession; they've lost jobs or are
still looking for them. Some are happily employed in their first jobs or making a go of it in the rough-and-tumble
free-lance world.
But what all of them have in common is their praise for the things they
learned in the College Magazine
Workshop, the class that produces this
magazine. It's an intense, joyful and
sometimes painful process-a glimpse
at what is to come. Students get their
first taste of working on a magazine
staff. Personal sacrifices have to be
made so the magazine can be its best.
Students learn to work as a team and
to accept editing and criticism. They
experience the joy of producing something tangible-a magazine full of professional-looking clips.
I'm so impressed by what our students accomplish each semester. I feel
like a proud parent-though a few
droll students have dubbed me
"grandpa" Echo, at age 33, thank you
very much.
The real parents of this magazine
are advisers Clare La Plante and Lisa
Jevens, who have worked tirelessly
guiding this group of 17 students.
Clare and Lisa's energy, creativity and
patience inspire them to do their best.
I'd also like to thank Chris Richert,
Echo's business manager, who sold
this issue's advertising, and Omar
Castillo, the department's computer
technician. Plus there's Barbara Iverson and Len Strazewski, who teach the
Online Publishing and Production
class that produces the print magazine's companion Web site. Check it
out at www.echomagonline.com.
If you would like more information about Echo, please feel free to call
or e-mail. Your feedback is welcome,
and your patronage as a reader is most
appreciated.

Barry Rice
Director, Magazine Program
brice@colum.edu
E
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The Echo Summer 2002 staff contained many insomniacs. Front row, from left:
Melissa Ramos, Laurie Salgado, Jason Maymon, Dora Muhammad, Bill Heine, Joshua
Kaufmann, Liza Pavelich, Natalie Mau. Back row: Lisa Jevens, Clare La Plante, Jamie
DiVecchio di Ramsay, Kenyatta Washington, Sharon Rehana, Penny Edgar, Erin
Gillis, Sarah Potts, Nana Koike, Jennifer Belmont. Not pictured: Stacie Freudenberg.

Advisers' Letter
What do you do with a class full of
insomniacs? This semester's Echo staff
of 17 had one thing in common: No one
was sleeping much at night.
Synchronicity? Coincidence? Caffeine? We may never know.
But when the students began to
develop the story ideas, a thread of
nighttime ran through many. A theme
was born. In this issue you'll see the
after-dark side of Chicago-all the
stuff that happens when all the rest of
us are asleep . Of course, we have
other stories in the mix (things that
happen in the light of day), but most
of them were written at night.
The articles range from the profound (a profile on Apna Ghar, Chicago's only domestic abuse shelter that
caters to Southeast Asian women) to
the quirky (designer Geoffrey Mac's
latex fashions) to the light-hearted
(Chicago's battle with phat).
Our cover story features profiles of
Chicagoans who stay up all night to
work. We've even included some sleep
tips for our fellow insomniacs.
The students wrote a sequel to the
winter issue's cover story-Hush,
Hush: little-known places in Chicago
too good to keep secret. They wrote a
summer version that reveals cool
places to beat the heat.

As always, we feature original
works of poetry and fiction. And look
out for a cool photo essay.
All the work that you see on these
pages-writing, layout, photography
and editing-is done by students,
many of whom created this magazine
while doing a million other thingsworking their way through school,
managing families, interning, etc.
(Could this be a reason for the sleep
deprivation?)
Regardless, these students made our
jobs as advisers look easy. In a time of
Generation X's and Generation Next's
supposed apathy, we find it encouraging and inspiring to be around this new
generation of visionaries who possess a
commitment to quality, a sense of civic
responsibility, and an eye for detail.
We think you're going to enjoy this
new issue of Echo. And maybe, the next
time you're out late on the town, you'll
run into one of these nocturnal17. Congratulate them on a job well done.
And tell them they can finally get
some sleep.

Clare La Plante
Editorial Adviser
claplante@colum.edu
Lisa Jevens
Design-and-Production Adviser
ljevens@colum.edu
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mmer Hush Hush
Spend time this summer at a few of the secret places that are just too groovy to keep secret
By Kenyatta Washington

E

cho started the "Hush Hush" tradition in the Winter 2002 issue, and it
was just too good to end there. We
realized that there are lots of interesting places in the Windy City that most
people don't even know about-and
we keep finding more for you! Everyone looks for new places to relax in
the summertime.
House ot Monsters
1579 N. Milwaukee Ave.
(773) 292-0980
noo -1> n m. Satur v
"l.O
p."'l. Su"lday
When you walk into the novelty
store House of Monsters, you'll feel as
though you 've stepped back in time
to those days when your parents
watched cult movies at the drive-in,

House of Monsters could scare the devil
out of anyone, so take your puke bag.

10

while sipping classic Coca Cola, not
that diet stuff. Decorated with huge
cutouts and cardboard figures of horror film characters, House of Monsters contains movies, classic toys and
graphic displays that appeal to the
horror and science-fiction buff in all
of us. And just in case John Wayne
scares you more than Jason Vorhees,
they also have Westerns and films in
other genres.
Casablanca Bakery
1541 W. Devon Ave.
(773) 764-7482
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Saturday
9 a.m.-4 p.m. Sunday
This s tore combines a Middle
Eastern bakery, deli and grocery
store all in one place. Family run,
Casablanca Bakery h as everything
from Persian baklava to Armenian
coffee. The deli has every type of
bread that you crave, and the store
carries the ingredients needed for a
traditional Persian meal. You also
can find tasty treats such as sour

Casablanca Bakery carries freshly baked
bread and an assortment of treats .

cherries, packaged rice and jars of
honey and jam. For those hot summer days, the store offers plenty of
desserts, including Persian ice cream
with saffron, topped with pistachio
nuts.
Coulsons Music Matters
77 E. Van Buren St.
(312) 461-1989
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday
Coulsons is an unusually small
store that carries sheet music from
movies, television shows and the top
songs that air on your favorite radio
stations. The music is all through the
store, and piled up to the ceiling. The
owners, two older men who wear
sweater vests and Dockers, still recall
their favorite songs. If you're lucky,
you might catch them humming
" ... Baby One More Time. "

Coulsons Music carries many genres from
pop tunes to old classics.
~
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Soul Vegetarian East
203 E. 75th St.
(773) 224-0104
9 p.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Thursday
9 a.m.-11 p.m. Friday-Saturday
9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sunday
Spend a summer day at a place
that offers tantalizing food that is also
healthy. At Soul Vegetarian East, you
can have an amazin g vegan dinner,
with fresh vegetables, fruits and
berries. Or you can have a traditional
soul food meal without the meat
products, su ch as the barbecue made
from tofu. If you like a cherry on top
of your dessert, an all-natural treat is
awaiting you at Eternity, the shop
next door, also owned by Soul Vegetarian East.

Then go to the Heartland Cafe, a
small restaurant and bar with a huge
patio for cool summer dining, and a
shop. Next door you'll find the Heartland Studio Theatre, where local
singers, artists and unique talent is
featured.

Joe Bailey's
10854 S. Western Ave.
(773) 238-1313
Kitchen Hours:
11 a.m.-9 p.m. Sunday-Thursday
11 a.m.-10 p.m. Friday-Saturday
Bar Hours:
Open until 2 a.m.Sunday-Saturday
Open during the week, Joe Bailey's
is a bar that is always hopping. The

Heartland Cafe
700 N. Glenwood Ave.
(773) 465-8005
Kitchen Hours:
7 a.m.-10 p.m. Monday-Thursday
7 a.m.-11 p.m. Friday
8 a.m.-11 p.m. Saturday
8 a.m.-10 p.m. Sunday
Bar Hours:
7 p.m.-1 a.m. Sunday-Thursday
8 p.m.-2 a.m. Friday
8 p.m.-3 a.m. Saturday
Do you want to drink, eat, shop
and possibly catch a live act, all at one
place?

ers and oils from African soil. If you
are into natural oils and cosmetics, or
just want to experiment, BPP is for
you. BPP also carries organic products
for coarse hair, just in case Sassoon
isn't doing the job.

Pullman Porter Museum
10406 S. Maryland Ave.
(773) 928-3935
11 a.m.-4 p.m. Thursday-Saturday
All admissions are $5
Visit the Pullman Porter Museum
for fun. You'll find exhibits, photos
and collections that tell the story of
African-American laborers, Civil War
soldiers, the Great Migration, the Civil
Rights Movement and, of course, the
lives of the people who helped to
make the trains and railroads. When
you walk up to the building, the
gigantic sculptural mural will definitely grab your attention. []

Customers enjoy both the drinks and
atmosphere of Bailey's.

weekends are the most popular time
to go. When you walk into this bar,
don't be surprised to see a couple of
smaller bars off to the side, which are
needed to accommodate all of the customers. What is most enticing about
this popular urban bar is that on
Thursdays most beers are $1.50. P.S.
Remember your d esignated driver.

Heartland Cafe is a perfect place for those
hot and beautiful summer days.

~
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Black Planet Products
107 W. 95th St.
(773) 468-6457
noon-7 p.m. Monday-Thursday
1:30 p.m.-7 p.m. Friday
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Saturday
In the summer we all have to take
care of our skin, but some products
don't cater to darker skin tones. Black
Planet Products offers beauty care to
people of color, and many of their
products use nothing but herbs, flow -

The mural outside of the Pullman Museum gives a preview of what's inside.

u

Too Sexy for Words
Sex coach says dirty talk is cheap if you can't be intimate with yourself
By Liza Pavelich
very few weeks, it happens. I pick
up my weekly copy of the Reader
and a Discovery Center catalog falls
out. I leaf through each new session's
class list, briefly entertaining the idea
that I might learn fencing, pottery
throwing or "Coed Boxing."
But it's always the last few seemingly salacious pages that really spark
my curiosity. "Speed Flirting"? "The
Passion of the Dominatrix"? "How to
Talk Sexy"? I wonder who in the world
takes or teaches these classes.
Forever the proverbial cat (pussy?)
slain by journalistic curiosity, I took
the bait and enrolled in "How to
Talk Sexy."
As I walked toward the Discovery
Center at 2940 N . Lincoln Ave., I imagined a nearly empty classroom led by a
perky, out-of-touch, 30-something selfhelper. She'd write multiple terms for
male and female genitalia on opposite
sides of the chalkboard, connecting
them via dotted lines to hot action
words like ram and suck. Then she'd
lure the class of homely introverts
(excluding me, of course-I'd be the
hot, confident gal whose presence in
the class no one could fathom) into
begrudgingly sputtering out a timid
"Ohhh, baby, I really want you to blank
my blank."
I couldn't have been more off-base.
I abandoned my plan to create an
alter ego of a sh y slut-in-waiting as
soon as I met instructor Jennifer
Isham, MA, NCC, LPLC. I felt an
instant rapport with Isham-a sex
therapist (www.thesexcoach .com),
pornographer, and suburban mother
of five-when
she accurately
summed up her appearance saying,
"I don't look like you'd expect a sex
therapy coach to look. I look like a
cross between Betty Crocker and Dr.
Ruth."
Isham, 51, said she began thinking
about a foray from general therapy into
sexual therapy after attending a sex-industry trade show in Las Vegas in 1998 and
speaking with the models and their moth-

E
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ers. Soon thereafter, her
husband coaxed her
into joining him in
starting a pornographic photography business, in
which she was
able to befriend
the models and
inspire them to
make the right
choices
for
themselves. "I
chose to spend
my time with
people in the [sex]
industry and they
trusted me because I
was able to walk their walk
and be in their space," she says.
When Isham finish ed candidly
detailing her sexual history--Dne that
included being flashed by a stranger in
a local park as a child and learning to
masturbate with her father's electric
shoe buffer-my classmates and I told
our stories. The stories we shared ran

vescent, quasi-group therapy session.
Two hours into the three-hour
session, when it was apparent that
we hadn' t really discussed what
"sexy" things we might want to say,
Isham told us, "I could have you
talking sexy by now, but what you
m ay not realize is that you are." She

She'd write multiple terms for male and female
genitalia on opposite sides of the chalkboard,
connecting them via dotted lines to hot adion words
like ram and suck.
the gamut: traumatic experiences with
bulimia, promiscuity, rape and severe
depression.
We spent the n ext few hours discu ssing topics that I would have previou sly dismissed as n ew-agey, such
as reincarnation, sexual en ergy, selfactualization and the prospect of discovering our "sexual voice." However, instead of rolling m y eyes, I found
m yself relating on a deeply personal
level to m any spiritual theories, particularly that sexuality and creativity
are inextricably linked. (They share a
ch akra, you know.)
What I h a d expected to b e a
cheesy class actually becam e an effer-

explained that "The important thing
to realize is that talking 'sexy' is
about b ecoming vulnerable, being
able to be intimate with yourself so
that you can b e intimate with others,
and gaining confidence."
Being intimate with myself has
increased my confidence. Whether
that will prove sexy to others, I do
not know. But I do know that I don't
care-and I think tha t's sexy as hell.
As Isham says, "There is no right and
wrong in talking sexy. The class
could be called 'How to Talk Dirty'
or 'How to Talk Confidently.' What's
important is that you learn to speak
at all." D
~
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Going Out of Print
Echo pushes popular Chicago columnists beyond the black and white
By Liza Pavelich
fter Dallas' alt-press columnist
Laura Miller was elected mayor
in February 2002, doors are open for
columnists everywhere to pursue
alternative professions. Echo has a
few new career ideas for some of
Chicago's over-opinionated newspaper scribes. Couldn't you just see a
future in which:
Richard Roeper (Chicago SunTimes) is a bartender at Mother's. The simplest observations
can seem profound to a drunken customer. With his finger on
the pulse of the mainstream,
Roeper belongs behind a
bar in the Rush/Division Street
area. Especially since he gave the sexy-

A

small-town-barmaid-makes-it-in-thebig-city flick "Coyote Ugly" a thumbs
up. Perhaps he could even judge the
infamous Thursday night thong contests.
Bob Greene (Chicago Tribune)
s a soda jerk at a '50s-themed
diner. Possibly the only living
person who is nostalgic for lickble stamps, Greene would be
much happier in the glory
days of the '50s. This sentimental Baby Boomer would be in his
element toting high-fat food to retrogearhead toughs, condescendingly
reminding them how easy they have it.
Just add a dab of pomade and a ducktail to Greene's already dated 'do and

i

he's a regular Arthur Fonzarelli.
Mary Schmich (Chicago Tribune) is a Tupperware® party
host. Sometimes the mundane
sells. When one of Schmich's
columns was used as pop
lyrics in the '99 hit song
----"Everybody's Free (To
Wear Sunscreen)," Schmich called
herself "a mediocre and virtually
unknown female newspaper columnist." So hawking identical plastic
food-storage containers to suburban
housewives would be perfect. And
since she also co-writes the "Brenda
Starr" comic strip, why not slap
Brenda's face on some of those
sippy cups? D

•

Chicago's rank as second-fattest city
may simply signal our search for
cutting-edge cuisine

Key: V phat VV phatter VVV phattest
Note All fat grams are approx1mate
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8 a.m.-10 a.m.
Bongo Room
1470 N. Milwaukee Ave.
(773) 489-0690
Enjoy French toast, Belgian waffles and
pancakes topped with an incredible
selection of toppings, including fruits,
whipped cream and candy bars.

4 p.m.-6 p.m.
Wendella Boat Tour
400 N. Michigan Ave.
(312) 337-1446; $15 for adults
See Chicago's beautiful skyline. Get
the facts on its history and architecture during a 90-minute boat ride on
Lake Michigan and the Chicago River.

2 a.m.-4 a.m.
Hollywood Grill
1601 W. North Ave.
(773) 395-1818
This is one of the best places to people-watch in Chicago. You'll see it all
here, from hookers to yuppies. The
ceramic tile and stainless steel decor
gives Hollywood the look of a classic
roadside diner.

10 a.m.-noon
The Untouchables Tour
600 N. Clark St.
(773) 881-1195; $22 for adults
Hop aboard the Untouchables' black
bus, where you can be part of a twohour theater-on-wheels that hits all of
the Chicago urban gangsters' hot
spots and hideouts.
Noon-2p.m.
Magnificent Mile
North Michigan Avenue from the
Chicago River to Lake Shore Drive
You will find all kinds of glitzy shops
here, including Nordstrom, Water
Tower Place and Godiva. Stop for a
cheesy snack at Garrett Popcorn Shop,
670 N. Michigan Ave. (312) 943-8464.

Midnight-2 a.m.
Blue Chicago
736 N. Clark St.
(312) 661-0100; cover charge $7-$8
Listen to Chicagoans sing and play
the Blues. When it gets too packed,
you can go to Blue Chicago on Clark
at 536 N. Clark St., (312) 642-6261.

6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Chinatown
Between Canal Street, Lake Shore
Drive, the Stevenson Expressway
and the Santa Fe railroad yards
In Chinatown you'll find restaurants,
bakeries, gift shops and many more
cool spots.

4 a.m.-6 a.m.
Promontory Point
About 55th Street and Lake Shore
Drive in Hyde Park
The Point, a favorite with University
of Chicago students, offers a prairiestyle field house, limestone steps into
the lake, and lots of space.

8 p.m.-10 p.m.
Second City
1616 N. Wells St.
(312) 337-3992; Ticket prices vary
This is the improv comedy club that
started it all. Second City has made
Chicagoans laugh for more than 40
years and launched the careers of Bill
Murray and Tina Fey.
2 p.m.-4 p.m.
The Art Institute of Chicago
111 S. Michigan Ave.
(312) 443-3600; $10 for adults
The museum houses more than
300,000 works of ar t, including masterpieces such as Georges Seurat's "A
Sunday Afternoon on La Grande
Jatte." Admission is free on Tuesdays.

14

10 p.m.-midnight
The Signature Lounge
875 N. Michigan Ave.
John Hancock Center, 95th floor
(312) 787-9596
Enjoy the spectacular Chicago skyline
view while trying specialty drinks such
as the Michigan Avenue Martini.

6 a.m.-8 a.m.
Dat Old Fashioned Donut
8249 S. Cottage Grove Ave.
(773) 723-1002
Feed your morning sweet tooth by
sampling the legendary South Side
doughnuts. If doughnuts are not your
pleasure, try Dat's homemade ice
cream. CJ

~
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Cheap Shots
Even the tackiest commercials can get stuck in consumers' minds
By Natalie Mau
uick, take this quiz: Who has the
cleanest chitlins in the city? Complete this phone number: 588-__ .
How does one "Do like Stu"? If your
answers were not: Moo and Oink; twothree-hundred; and push it, pull it, tow
it to Golf Mill Ford-then you must be
new to Chicago.
Despite being home to more than 30
advertising agencies, including DDB
Needham and J. Walter Thompson,
Chicago can lay claim to some of the
nation's most poorly produced and
worst-acted TV commercials. Why, in
this hub of successful and renowned ad
agencies, are there so many hilariously
terrible ads on our airwaves?
"Is it a bad commercial if it sells the
product?" asks Mort Kaplan, director
of Public Relations Studies at Columbia
College Chicago. He says those ads
exist because they're terrible. "I don't
care for Empire [carpet commercials]
either, but I'm betting it sells like crazy
or they would have dropped that commercial a long time ago."
According to Kaplan, any commercial that sells a product is good and
those that fail to do so are lousy. "Some
of the most creative things you'll see on
TV today are the commercials. And
some of those are funny, even hilarious."
But are low-budget ads effective?
"Effective at what?" asks David Aron,
assistant professor of marketing at
DePaul University. "I can sing the

Q
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Empire Carpet song, too, but I've never
purchased carpeting from them." Aron
says it's difficult to predict an ad's
effect on consumer decision because
there are a number of forces at work:
Who is the target market? Do they need
the product? What can they afford?
"There's a nasty little secret in the
world of advertising, and this is it:
Nobody knows whether advertising
works," says Alton Miller, an artist-inresidence in Columbia's marketing
department. "Keep in mind the only
reason we have 'bad' commercials is
because we have good ones. They have
become a form of entertainment in their
own right." According to Miller, if it
weren't for advertising artists trying to

humor that no one takes you seriously
enough to get angry with you," says
Miller.
"Self-deprecation can be subtle,"
says Aron. "And it seems to work."
Aron says one must ask, "Does the
product or service match the creative
execution?" In other words, do you
prefer to be entertained or to feel confident in the product?

••There's a nasty little secret in the world of
advertising, and this is it: Nobody knows whether
advertising works." -Alton Miller, marketing instructor
win designer awards the less-thandesigner spots wouldn't stand out like
they do.
OK, so ad experts can't agree on
what's "bad" or "good." Let's call
these ads low-budget for the time
being. How on earth does a man in an
eagle costume-as seen in Eagle
Insurance Company's ads-coax you
into buying his brand of car insurance? Why, the same way attorney
Peter Francis Geraci convinces you his
((info)) ((tapes)) [sic] will ease your
bankruptcy pains: repetition.
"Say anything enough," says Miller,
"and your audience will sooner or later
internalize it." So every time you hum
the Empire jingle, you're "internalizing." And eventually, you'll come to
associate Empire with carpet (and
Eagle with insurance and so on). Miller
says the real trick for most companies is
to figure out how to frequently repeat
their messages without annoying their
audiences.
"One good way to do that is to be so
over-the-top with your self-deprecating

One would imagine that a company's board would laugh the creators of
these cheesy commercials out of the
room. But surprisingly, a lot of these
spots were home-produced by the companies themselves.
For instance, most of Moo and Oink
butchery's commercials with the cow
and pig dancing to the Moo and Oink
jingle were produced in house. "We did
commercials for 20 years in house, writing our own stuff, using our own
employees," says Barry Levy, Moo and
Oink president. "As of September 2001,
our agency is Washington Daniels. We
work with them on content and discuss
ideas for them to develop."
According to Levy, local advertisers
must use their ads to present the fact
that they are working hard to get business. Maybe it's the Midwestern work
ethic. After all, if we Chicagoans can't
be the most beautiful or most clever, we
can at least be the weirdest. It worked
for Dennis Rodman and Jerry
Springer-maybe it will work for Moo
and Oink. [J

CIVIL
Chicagoans take sides-on everything
By Sharon Rehana

Yes, Chicagoans are opinionated people, and rightfully so. There is so much to like about
our great city, you need to take a stand-on everything! It's not just about North Side or
South Side; it's a deeper issue. So we went around Chi-town and asked 50 people to share
their opinions with us. Here's what they had to say.

Cubs
or
White Sox?

Cubs: 80%
White Sox: 20%

Da Cubs will eventually w1n the World Senes

Ditka
or
Jauron?

Ditka: 70%
Jauron: 30%

Let's face 1t, Ch1cagoans don't like soft-spoken
guys

Michael
Jordan
Traitor or
Not?

Traitor: 36%
Not a Traitor: 64%

Ch1cagoans are very forgiving people'

Tribune
or
Sun-Times?

Tribune: 41%
Sun-Times: 59%

Put your ads 1n the Sun-T1mes!

Springer
or
Oprah?

Springer: 51%
Oprah: 49%

They're neck-and-neck, but Spnnger still has
the edge Ch1cagoans still opt for trash

Officer Steve,
North Side,
prefers
Springer over
Oprah, without hesitation.
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Lincoln Park
or
Wicker Park?

Lincoln Park: 65%
Wicker Park: 35%

Theater: 24%
Movies: 76%

We already have culture, we watch Jerry'

Driving
or
CTA?

Pizza: 82%
Hot Dogs: 18%

The ball park should start servmg p1zza 1n the
bleachers

Does 1t really matter'

Live Theater
or
Movies?

Pizza
or
Hot Dogs?

Driving: 76%
CTA: 24%

Ketchup
or
Mustard?

Ketchup: 73%
Mustard: 27%

Let's face 1t, the color red 1s just too damn
sexy'

State Street
or
Michigan
Avenue?

State Street.: 38%
Michigan Avenue: 62%

Despite the many complamts of traffic and
potholes, Ch1cagoans still prefer to dnve

Coffeehouse
or
Martini Bar?

Coffeehouse: 54%
Martini Bar: 46%

Most coffee dnnkers polled were 21 or older,
and most mart1n1 dnnkers were not of legal age!

Fast Food
or
Fine Dining?

Fast Food: 29%
Fine Dining: 71%

How do fast food chams stay 1n busmess'

Angela Negri,
North Side, was
one of the few
who told the
truth about liking
fast food.

Winter
or
Summer?

Winter: 25%
Summer: 75%

Don't rush to buy a summer house 1n Flonda,
global warm1ng IS bnngmg the sun to us

Cows
or
Furniture?

Cows: 77%
Furniture: 23%

Holy cow, let's mooove out the furn1ture.

Pete Bradshaw,
West Side,
prefers a
coffeehouse
over a martini
bar.
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Urban Outfitter
Designe r Geoffrey Mac dares Chicagoans t o wea r d ifferent
By Sarah Pott s
eoffrey Mac knew he had moved
up in the fashion w orld w hen Lil'
Kim wore his latex vest in Ray J's 2001
music video, "Wait a Minute." After
the video, the female rapper 's publicist called Mac and ordered additional ensembles. "We sent them out to
her, but we h aven 't seen them surface
ye t. Supposedly in some Jay-Z video,
she w ill be w earing one," Mac says.
At age 16, Mac knew he wanted to
m ake unique clothing. "I didn't want to
produce m ainstream clothing because
it's so fucking disgusting," he says.
Mac, 25, cam e from Denver to
Chicago in 1999 to study at The School
of the Art Institute. After gradua tion,
he rented a studio on H alsted Street
and started his own clothing line. "I
w anted to start out w ith a loud m edium, something that would grab p eople's a tten tion. That way I could get
my n am e out there," he says.
Mac started w ith a Jap anim ationand d ream-inspired latex collection .
"My head is full of vision s. I see colors
and designs when I'm sleeping. I try
to keep up w ith m y vision s as they
appear to me," he says.
When it com es to designing clothing, Mac is a self-proclaimed perfectionist. "You put som ething som ew here and it's really ugly, and then
you place it four inches down and it's
just phen om enal," he says. "All of a
sudden it's cute because the line or
shap e is in the right p lace."
In January 2002, Patricia Fields, an
ultra-trendy, underground New York
fashion store, began representing
Mac's latex label. After the big score at
Patricia Fields, Mac started his Web
site, ww w.geoffreymac.com, and his
ca talog, which can be requested
through the Web site.
Despite his latex collection 's brush
w ith fam e, the latex pieces are still
m ostly found in Chicago sex shops.
"We're thinking about putting a stop
on selling the [latex] garments wholesale entirely and just sell them off the

G
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Internet," Mac says. "I am sick of h aving the latex shown [in stores] next to
a jumbo-size dildo."
Originally, Mac intended his collection to be high-end fashion and to
sell m ainstream. "Tha t never happened, and it never w ill," Mac says.

Japan imation inspi res cloth ing designer
Geoffrey M ac.

"People are just scared of latex in gen eral."
Another problem with latex is that
it requires high -m ainten an ce care.
"You have to polish it, shine it and
you can ' t sit on certain tex tures .
When you are d oing a photo shoot,
you h ave to reshine your butt over
and over," Mac says, "bu t it's fun to
wear out because you look as sexy as
you ever could."
Also, som e stores don 't know how
to take care of latex. "They w ill let the
la tex sit, and when this happens it
rots," he says. When the latex rots it

oxidizes, w hich m ean s it turns white.
"Then wh o the fuck is going to buy it?
No one," he says.
Instead, Mac is now concentrating
on selling his fabric line, which he
says is m ore m arketable than latex. He
has alread y picked up some clients in
Los An geles.
Mac's assistan t, Kelly Hartford,
says she is anxious to wear Mac's new
fabric pieces. "I always feel very pretty and unique w hen I am wearing his
stuff. H e has a really sp ecial eye for
d etail and construction," she says.
Gabriel Wiseman, w ho wears Mac's
fabric designs, says he's excited about
the new fa bric line and intends to
"grab it up before anyone else."
In the Chicago area, Mac exclusively sells his fabric line to Softcore a t
1420 N. Milwaukee Ave. "They have
been so good to u s there," Mac says.
Softcore m anager Alex Birts says the
Geoffrey Mac label is in high dem and
and "presents a different vision, and
it's far m ore ad vanced than other
locally designed garm ents. It's w here
the future is going. The fabric is very
eye-catching."
Mac's cloth ing is sold in select
stores around the country and can also
be seen at www.geoffreymac.com. The
latex collection, however, w ill only be
found on various Web sites or on the
runway at fashion shows.
Mac says the latex line w ill rem ain
over-the-top . The fabric line will be
more accessible and affordable. In a
p erfect world, Mac says, the latex and
fabric line design would sell side-byside. "I feel tha t the fashion scene
here in Chicago is dry an d p eople are
afraid to b e different, " Mac says.
"Maybe someday people will come
out of their shells and not be afraid to
d o tha t. " [J

••1 am sick of having the latex shown [in stores]
next to a jumbo-size dildo." -Geoffrey Mac, designer
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Geoffrey Mac talks about his latex collection
Top: Spider Gown: "It's inspired by spiders and I love this one.
People keep asking me to make hand holes and we won't do it.
The point is to not have hands because spiders don't."
Bottom: life Jacket: "This is a modified version of the life vest.
The drawing of this was originally a fabric design that then
went into a latex production."
~
~ ECH02002

Top: Awning Vest with the Tunnel Skirt: "This is the outfit lil' Kim
wore in the video, just in a different color. This is my favorite outfit for now and it's the best seller."
Bottom: Power Shirt: "The blue and red we used are very graphically fusing colors, superhero-like. I just drew the lightning bolt
because that was what I was into then."
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Sketch Artist
Windy City comic livens up Saturday Night

By Josh Kaufmann
n September 2001, Seth Meyers, 28,
Itured
joined "Saturday Night Live" as a feaplayer. Meyers is a graduate of
Northwestern University and former
player in Chicago's ImprovOlympic
and Boom Chicago, a troupe based in
Amsterdam. As Meyer's first season
on "SNL" wraps up, Echo asks him
about life in New York, his Chicago ties
and time travel.
Who's your greatest comic influence?
I think I'd have to say my Dad. He's
sort of the center of the universe if he
gets going in a room. I watched a lot
of "SNL" growing up and I think the
product influenced me more than any
individual performer. That's why I
love sketch work. You can change
gears so quickly.
What makes Chicago such a great
place to practice and develop comedy? The main reason is an actual audience exists in Chicago. In New York
there is an audience, but there is so
much going on here and it's so expensive to live here. L.A. doesn't have a
real audience. There are no shows,
only showcases. Chicago is a nice mix.
There's a theater crowd and a college/younger crowd. Improv appeals
to both, so you come out ahead.
What was your "big break?" An
"SNL" casting director saw "Pick-ups
& Hiccups" [a show Meyers and Jill
Benjamin created ] at the Chicago
Improv Festival in '99. She kept in
touch and about 14 months later they
flew me from L.A. for an audition.
Do you miss Chicago? Sure. Probably
the most fun I've had since I landed
this job was a week back in Chicago
just spending time with the crew and
doing some improv again.
In your opinion, which is better:
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New York or Chicago?
It's hard for me to compare the two. In Chicago, I was trying to make
a go of it, taking advantage of what the city
offered. I moved to New
York for "SNL" so it's
never been the same
kind of city to me.
They're two amazing
cities and I consider
myself lucky to call both
home.
Do cast members hang
out outside of work?
People will grab drinks
a few nights of the week
or dinners here and
there. I live in the same
neighborhood as some
of the cast members so I
see them a bit more
often.
Is "SNL" your greatest accomplish ment? I'd like to think "SNL" is a
credit to all of those accomplishments
and all of the people I had the honor
to work with. If they all feel the same,
then I would say it is my greatest
accomplishment.
Do you have any groupies? After
shows we have fans lined up for autographs and the like. They're probably
just there to meet Jimmy Fallon, but
some of them are nice enough to yell
out my name every now and then.
People seem to look at me every so
often as if they recognize me. It seems
to be less "What TV show is that dude
on?" and more "Did we go to prom
together?"
At the end of "Back to the Fu ture,"
why doesn't Marty set the clock
back a full hour instead of only 10

minutes? I mean, if he really wanted to save Doc Brown, he would
h ave b een a little more serious
about his time decisions. Do you
feel that he was irresponsible with
the time machine and his friendships? The thing about time travel is,
if you've already lived a moment it is
really hard for it not to be boring the
second time around.
Pets? Not now. I still consider my parents' pets mine, however-two dogs .
Favorite color? Was blue, now
orange.
Pencil or pen? Depends on the occasion, but more often than not, pen.
Hometown? Born in Evanston but I
consider Bedford, N .H., my hometown.
Marital status? Single.

[J
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Muckraking
Matters
For 25 years, In These Times has exposed corporate media's
myth of objectivity
By Dora Muhammad
n Nov. 4, 1979, the U.S. Embassy
O
in Tehran, Iran, made worldwide headlines when Iranian stu-

be objective but you're not."
Over the years, In These Times'
sharp editorial has created a relevant,
fresh voice for the working class, says
Craig Cox, executive editor of the
Utne Reader, which has honored In
These Times with numerous alternative press awards.
"The difference between [In
These Times and] Nation and Mother Jones is that In These Times very
consistently provides a working person's perspective," he says. "They
are distinguished within the circle of
alternative press particularly for
their coverage of African-American
issues. It's not another knee-jerk liberal magazine. "
Today, rising concern over the
death penalty, criminal justice system
and human rights are some topics
tackled by In These Times. "They
don't worry about being on every
bookshelf," says Rose Economou, a
member of its board of directors. She
adds that the progressive roots of the
Midwest makes a natural home for
the magazine.
"Chicago has a strong history of
investigative and political reporting,"
says Economou. "It's nice to be a part of
a publication that has integrity." D

freedom of the press.
"We're part of the conveyer belt of
ideas," says Joel Bleifuss, the magadents held 70 p eople hostage. Presizine's editor. "We influence policy in
dent Jimmy Carter was trying desthat we influence debate. Because so
perately to win their releases and a
many journalists are subscribers, we
influence the mainstream press
second term . On Jan. 12, 1981, Ronald
through people
getting
story
,.It's not another knee-jerk liberal
ideas from us ."
Credit for its
magazine." - Craig Cox, Utne Reader editor
coverage
may
follow the May
Reagan took the presidential oath.
2002 release of the book "Appeal to
Reason" (Seven Stories Press, 2002),
The hostages were released the same
day. Coincidence?
which chronicles In These Times' best
Seven years later, In These Times, a
stories. It was compiled by managing
Chicago-based twice-a-month politieditor Craig Aaron and bears the
name of a socialist weekly that
cal magazine, reported that it was a
government conspiracy: Reagan had
served as a model for the magguaranteed weapons to Iran for a
azine's founder, noted historipost-election hostage release.
an James Weinstein.
Barbara Honegger, who penned
"My whole criticism in the
her story for In These Times, was a
'60s of the New Left was that
researcher at the national h eadqu arthey had no idea of history, so
ters for Reagan's presidential camthey replicated all the mistakes
paign. "We don't ha ve to worry about
that the Left made," Weinstein
an October surprise," another staff
says. The lack of a shared
member told her. "Dick cut a deal."
national paper also factored
"Dick" was Richard Allen, chief forheavily in the movement's coleign policy adviser to Reagan.
lapse . After Vietnam, WaterThis scoop helped In These Times,
gate and Nixon's resignation,
founded in 1976, gain prominence as
"the right wing was on the
a premier source for muckraking
run," he says. So the climate
reporting. Later, when mainstream
seemed set for the Left's
media turned off their radar in the
revival in the early '70s and In
1980s, In These Times printed the
These Times was born without
first n ews of the massacres in
the pretense of objectivity.
Lebanon villages. It regularly deliv"Who you select as your
ers cutting-edge coverage of environsources, who you give credence
mental dangers like sewer sludge
to as experts, who you allow to
and genetically modified food. With
speak in your reporting," maina circulation of 15,000, it has survived
tained Bleifuss, "it's not objective.
the vanishing ink of alternative pubIf they go to the head of a large
lications in a corporate media system
industry and report from the
that has become increasingly threatview of the owners as opposed to An office lampshade reflects the progressive left
the workers, you can pretend to mission of In These Times.
ening to the fundamental democratic
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Homegrown Moves
Chicago dancers give other cities a step in the right direction

By Laurie Salgado
the two-step. The dance has
evolved from a two-count to
a three-count to the six- and
hoppin' . Dusties, tight funk,
eight-counts, the most popular forms of today.
Motown classics and contemporary R&B radiate from the speakAccording to Ed Banks,
ers at a club at 87th Street and
76, who has been steppin'
Ashland Avenue. The scene
for 55 years, today's steppin'
is the product of the dances
resembles an adult prom with
of the Roaring Twenties, the
dancers in flashy outfits, a DJ. a
bar, and a dance floor surroundjitterbug of the 1940s, and
ed by dozens of white linen-covbopping of the 1950s. "From
ered tables over which float red
bopping they went to steppin', because there was a litand yellow balloons. A man in a
tle hiatus there with the
blinding lime-green doubledisco era," he says.
breasted suit and matching shoes
Although steppin' has
reclines in his chair, a gangster
evolved from traditional
pimp-style black hat cocked ov er
African-American dances,
his right eye. Tipping back an
the steppin' scene is unique.
MGD and puffing a cigar while
"It is a way of life," says
bopping his head to the music,
Hawkins, who has been
he eyes the crowded dance floor.
After a few minutes, the man,
doing the dance since he was
Sherman Hawkins, 45, puts
14. "When you dance you
should dance what you feel."
down his beer and cigar, grabs
Johnson, who started stephis partner's hand and leads her
onto the floor. She is Minnye
pin' six years ago, says it is "a
Johnson, 51, and she is decked
way of expressing yourself."
out in a red halter-style evening
Chicago is home to
gown, sparkly earrings and
approximately 70 steppers
shiny high-heeled strappy sanclubs that are spread out
across every direction of the
dals. Hawkins puts Johnson at Sherman Hawkins and Minnye Johnson strut their smooth
city, in which music selecan arm's length and spins him- moves at Mr. G's Supper Club on Chicago's South Side.
tions range from the Jackson
self around in a circle. He struts
smoothly backward then forward,
and 33-year steppin' veteran.
Five's heyday to the hits of Michael
Jackson. The music that rouses
dips to the ground and pops back up
A documented history of steppin'
dancers to step their stuff isn't limitto dance with his lady in red .
is hard to come by. Land says this is
Hawkins and Johnson are stepbecause steppin' is something that
ed to Motown and pop; it expands to
pin' -a dance tradition that steppers
"can't be defined in words. It's just
other genres of music . "It's inspired
say originated in Chicago.
something that is." For many stepby jazz, funk, soul or R&B," says
"[Steppin' is] the jazz of ballroom
pers, it dates back as far as their
Land, whose favorite steppin' song
dancing with an African-American
m emory can take them. Land
is "Pathway to Glory," by Loggins
twist that defines the words cool,
and Messina.
describes steppin' as a combination
of African-American dances such as
mellow and style," says Daniel Land,
Each stepper has his or her own
author of www.steppersexpress.com
the jitterbug, swing, tap dancing and
memory of when he or she first started doing the dance that, Land says,
has defined an African-American
''There's nothing like Chicago dancing.'' -Ed Banks, stepper culture. Rose Wellington, president
t's been at least six hours since
IClub
the sun set and Mr. G' s Supper
on Chicago's South Side is
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''It started like the Temptations standing on the corner singing. We would
be on the corner dancing" -Rose Wellington, Paradise Productions president
of Paradise Productions and host of
what has been billed as "Chicago's
Largest Steppers Set" (which lures a
crowd to Mr. G's every fourth Saturday of the month), says her steppin'
days began about 30 years ago on
Chicago's South Side in Roseland. "It
started like the Temptations standing
on the corner singing. We would be
on the corner dancing," she says.
However, Wellington says parents
didn't want their kids hanging out
on the corners so they brought steppin' inside and downstairs to basement parties. The DJ at basement
parties-usually somebody's brother-played music by groups like
Smokey Robinson, the Whispers and
Kool and the Gang, says Wellington.
One type of basement party was
the quarter party, with an admission
that set partygoers back 25 cents. If it
wasn't a quarter party, then it was a
waistline party, says Wellington. The
kids measured each other's waistlines and charged one cent per inch
accordingly, paid to the host of the
party. "The first time I had a party I
made $75-I thought I was rich,"
Wellington says. Today, steppers
dish out a little more than a quarter
to go dancing, with most venues
charging from $5 to $10 admission.
Land was first exposed to steppin' at the Harold Ickes Homes, the
Chicago Housing Authority project
where he grew up. "It's like how
some people played basketball or
football, we danced and we rollerskated," says Land, who learned his
fancy footwork from his older sisters
(who learned from their cousins and
the neighborhood youth center, and
so on).
Though Wellington says steppin'
is gaining popularity in cities like
Detroit, Atlanta, Washington, D.C.,
and L.A., Chicago is known as the
steppin' capital of the world. Chicago not only is the purported birthplace of steppin' , but also where
steppers created a more intimate derivation of steppin', the Walk.
Wellington describes the Walk as
a slow dancing form of steppin' that
carries dancers around the dance
floor in a smooth counter-clockwise

~
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pattern. Wellington suggests Walking
is something you do with someone
you care about. "You hold 'em close.
It doesn't matter how big the dance
floor is. You go around in a block,
around the whole dance floor. You go
side to side and then you step back
three times, then you go side to side,
and that's what Walking is about."
"There's nothing like Chicago
dancing," says Banks, who knows
from experience: When comparing
Chicago steppers with Milwaukee
steppers, Banks says Chicago
dancers dance smoothly with more
rhythm. "If you are going to dance,
you should dance with some type of
finesse," he says.
No matter where or how you
step, if you want to partake in the
step scene, dressing the part is essential. Land describes the party duds as
"gangster
dress."
Wellington
describes the dress code as "afterfive sharp attire" where the men
sometimes out-dress the women. In
either case, the clothes are an important part of the party. "Sometimes we
go buy material and get our clothes
made, and sometimes we buy extra
material so that the shoes match the
outfit completely," she says. For
example, a man may get decked out
head-to-toe in a gold suit; the
woman may wear an electric blue
two-piece suit-or a gold and black
shimmering evening gown with a
hip-high slit and high heels.
Lonnie Clark of Flip Side Designs
on South LaSalle Street, specializes
in custom-made men's and women's
clothing and makes clothes for steppers. He says he likes designing
clothes for these women because

they aren't afraid of bright colors.
Clark says depending on what material his customers prefer, steppers
will pay from $350 to over $1,000 for
one outfit.
Steppers all over the city dress to
impress, but it's more than a fashion
show. Equally important as finding
the right steppin' outfit is finding
the right venue in the right part of
town. According to Land, steppin' is
not limited to the North Side or
South Side. Although the South Side
is known as the birthplace of the
original dance form, if you step on
the West Side, for example, you'll
find free-style steppin'. "Freestyling is like there's no rules. It's
like they can flip and they jump over
partner's back, slide the partner
through the legs and that type of
thing. It's more entertaining, where
the original is more like ballroom,"
Land says.
The dance, the clothes and the
party place unite an adult AfricanAmerican community, forming a
society of cool. "Everywhere you go
in Chicago, if you do not step some
people will consider you not cool,"
says Wellington.
If you don't step, but still think
you are cool, take comfort in what
Land says. "It's not that you're not
cool, but if you're in that particular
environment and you don't step, it's
like you're out of place. You just
don't feel comfortable. The style, the
whole atmosphere, is geared toward
steppin'."
However, if you think you're cool
and you want to be cooler, just get
yourself some snazzy duds, find a
suitable venue and step on out. []
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The Road Less Traveled

These artists shine without the spotlight
By William Heine

Although women are a minority in the
tattoo industry, Kim Saigh isn't deterred
by her gender.

Needle in a
Haystack
In male-dominated industry,
Kim Saigh makes her mark
n 1990, a 16-year-old girl from West
IinLake,
Ohio, steps into a tattoo parlor
nearby Willoughby with a fake ID.
She sees the burly owner getting a tattoo from an employee while downing
a beer bong. Legs shaking, young Kim
Saigh approaches the motley characters.
"I went in there with the intention
of finding out how to get into the business," Saigh says. However, the owner
said she must provide $20,000 worth
of equipment to start training. She
opted instead for a tattoo, which rattled her parents, but gave the young
tattoo artist wannabe something to
hang onto until she graduated from
West Lake High School in 1991. Then
she was off to change the tattoo industry for the better.
Her firs t job was at w hat she refers
to as "an assembly-line shop" in
Cleveland, where she tattooed roses,
Looney Toons' Tasmanian Devil and
tribal designs on college students and
bikers. "Seeing people around that
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had really bad tattoos, I couldn't
understand that if you put colors and
lines on the skin, why you couldn't
draw them in aesthetically pleasing
ways," Saigh says.
Uninspired tattoos weren't Saigh's
only concern. At first, she was just a
minnow in the shark tank of a maledominated business. Hannah Aitchison
of Hi Performance Ink tattoo shop in
Chicago says, "[Women] still remain a
very small segment of the industry
overall, but Kim has done immeasurable things to raise the standard for
women tattooers."
One way she did this was by leaving the "assembly lines" in search of
more creative outlets. At the advice of
renowned tattoo artist and Hannah's
brother, Guy Aitchison, she took a job at
Milia's at Clark Street and Belmont
Avenue in Chicago in 1994.
"When I had my second tattoo
done, it was my firs t time in Chicago. I
looked at the city and said 'I've got to
live there someday,"' Saigh says.
After a year at Milia's, she worked
under Atchinson at Guilty and Innocent Productions at Lincoln and Belmont avenues. After two and a half
years, Saigh took over at Guilty and
Innocent. Burden ed by administrative
duties, Saigh had little time to tattoo. "I
decided it would be easier just to have
a small place, so I could offer people
privacy and keep it low-key," she says.
In 1997, Saigh moved her practice
to 1579 N. Milwaukee Ave. and called
it Cherry Bomb. According to Jamie
Ramsay, a Cherry Bomb patron, " Kim
has the ability to take your idea and
bring it to life on your body. Plus, when
you're there for hours, she's fun to
hang out with."
Although Saigh' s home base is in
Chicago, she has clients from Texas, Las
Vegas and Denver, and makes annual
visits to Los Angeles to tattoo clients.
Her work is featured in Tattoo Magazine and spread by word of mouth. "I
have a little following. I wen t to L.A. for
three weeks and had people offering to

buy my plane ticket home if I would
stay a couple of extra days," she says.
Saigh has a high-profile clientele
across the country but refuses to drop
names. "She prefers to keep her life
simple and private, so she's had a
tendency to soft-pedal the press she
receives," Hannah Aitchison says. [J

Backstage, band members get ready to do
what they do best-play for the fans.

Not for Sale
Umphrey's McGee gets their
music out there-even if it
means giving it away
s 2 o'clock in the morning in Boulder,
Iago.Colo.,
and the last call was 10 minutes
As you exit and take that firs t
t'

breath of fresh air, a guy greets you
with a free CD. "Hey, man, have you
ever heard of Umphrey's McGee?" the
fellow asks.
If not, don't go running to Best Buy
or tune in to contemporary radio stations to find out, because these guys are
marketing the best way possible-by
giving their music away.
Umphrey's McGee was born in
South Bend, Ind., in 1997. Guitarist and
vocalist Brendan Bayliss, 25, keyboardist and vocalist Joel Cummins, 27,
bassist Ryan Stasik, 25, and drummer
Mike Mirra, 24, formed the band while
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attending Notre Dame University.
Shortly after the band's birth, percussionist Andy Farag joined. A few
months later, Umphrey's released its
debut album, "Greatest Hits Volume
III," followed by "Son gs for Older
Women" just a year later.
With a growing local fan base,
Umphrey's was getting big-but in a
small town. "There was nothing going
on there," says Vince Iwinski, the
band's manager. Instead, the quintet
decided to move to Chicago once Farag
and Mirra graduated in May 2000.
"Chicago is a blast," Cummins says.
"I have not found a city that has as
many great venues."
The band has headlined many
Chicago venues, including the Park
West, Vic Theatre and the House of
Blues. Not satisfied with their sound,
they added guitarist Jake Cinninger in
September 2000.
Still, Umphrey's was looking for
ways to grow. Iwinski came up with the
idea to have fans w ho taped their
shows (which the band allowed) burn
CDs and send them via the Internet to
friends in cities they were scheduled to
play. "I felt we could reach a wider
variety of fans," Iwinski says. The idea,
combined with the band's talent,
helped generate crowds in cities across
the country. "[Sending out CDs] guarantees a draw, and if the music is good
then they will come," Cinninger says.
And the music is good, according
to Home Grown Music webmaster
Bryan Rodgers. HomeGrown Music
(www.homegrownmusic.net) is a community where music fans can find
information on their favorite bands,
including tour dates and album release
dates. They can even download free
music. "[Umphrey's] combines styles
that lots of music fans are familiar with
to create their own style," Rodgers says.
So what kind of music does
Umphrey's produce? Mike Herman, a
fan of the band-an "Umphreak"says, "If the Doobie Brothers were
Phishheads, born and raised in Indiana,
across the street from the Jacksons, and
they ended up getting picked up by PFunk on a party bus covered with Dead
and Led Zeppelin stickers, haunted by
the ghosts of Marley, Zappa, Garcia and
Grand Funk Railroad, the sound that
would likely be coming out of that bus
would be akin to a typical Umphrey's
McGee rompfest." [J
~
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Writer Mary Ruth Clarke co-wrote the
original screenplay for Universal's "Meet
the Parents" in 1992.

Meet the
Problems
One writer tells her
Hollywood horror story
Pictures film "Meet
T hetheUniversal
Parents" s tarring Robert
DeNiro and Ben Stiller became a
smash hit among movie fans in
2000. What most fans of this almost
$300 million-grossing film don't
know is the film was actually an
adaptation of Chicago writers and
actors Greg Glienna and Mary Ruth
Clarke's independent screenplay.
Th e duo produced a story that generated millions for Universal Studios, but left them with a small
check and a hard lesson.
In the fall of 1990, Glienna
approached Clarke to co-write and
star in his independent film, "Meet
the Parents." Glienna cast himself
as just Greg, not Greg Focker as in
Univer sa l's film, and Clarke as
Faye, Greg's fiancee, Pam's, 30something sister. Universal's picture Faye was scra tch ed and
replaced with Denny, Pam's potsmoking brother.
There are other contrasts between
the original version and what Clarke
dubs the "inflated" version. In Universal's release, Robert DeNiro plays

Pam's father, Jack Byrnes, an ex-CIA
agent posing as a retired rare flower
businessman. The original featured
Pam's father, Herb Byrnes, as a retired
gas station attendant and regular Joe.
Clarke and Glienna envisioned a
film "ab out n ormal people trapped
in a claustrophobic and uncomfortable situa tion," Clarke says. However, Hollywood made it "bigger and
m ore unnatural" as opposed to being
"steeped in real life."
"The original has a real gritty feel
to it and the cast was believable, but
we didn't have a star," Jim Vincent,
producer of the 1992 version, says.
Dann Gire, film critic for the Daily
Herald, didn't need a star. "I almost
needed a Depends," he says. "(Clarke)
should be working in TV land churning out Hollywood movies."
Clarke and Glienna searched for
distributors for their film, but in the
early 1990s independent comedies
were not in demand. "We had no
vehicle for distribution because of its
genre," Clarke says.
Instead, the discouraged Clarke
and Glienna brought the screenplay to
Universal Studios producer Nancy
Tenenbaum, who held it for seven
years until she finally found the right
director, Jay Roach. By this time, more
than a dozen screenplays were developed, and after technical discrepancies and a ruling by the Writer's Guild
of America East, Clarke and Glienna
were given story credits, but the rights
belonged to Universal. Therefore, they
can not show their version because
both versions share the same name.
"Total corporate paranoid bullshit,"
Gire says. So all Clarke and Glienna
received was $10,000 each and about
one-quarter of one percent of the profits and residuals.
Ten years later, Clarke lives in
Chicago and works as the literary
manager of InPrint, a post-modern
literature magazine. She also writes
comedic plays and screenplays.
"Chicago is a great place to be a
working artist," Clarke says.
Clarke remains optimistic and has
heard a rumor from Glienna, who is
in England writing screenplays, that
Universal may allow their movie to
be released. Of course, they would
have to change the title. Clarke
offered up her idea for a new title"Meet the Original Parents." [J
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Night Writers
Authors meet at local p~b to read aloud their mystery,
suspense and smut stones
By Penny Edgar

Twilight Tales founder Tina Jens reads an
excerpt from her latest novel.

E

ach Monday night in a cozy
upstairs room at the Red Lion Pub,
2446 N. Lincoln Ave., a dozen or so
writers gather to hear each other read
their stories: mysteries, dark fantasies
and science fiction yarns. Over the
past nine years, Twilight Tales has
featured more than 500 authors,
20,000 stories, and has become a
workshop for genre writers. It's
Chicago's own Algonquin round
table-with an Anne Rice spin.
On a wintry evening in early 2002,
Tina Jens stepped up to the podium
and cleared her throat. Fellow writers
slurped warm lamb stew and sipped
cider as Jens read an excerpt from her
latest novel, "Th e Blues Ain't Nothin':
Tales From The Lonesome Blues Pub"
(Image Design Group, 2002). The
room was dimly lit with table candles; paintings of ships in peril on a
stormy sea covered the smokestained walls-a perfect setting for
this ghost story. (The spooky English
Pub is also known for its resident
ghosts-all documented and published in a collection of stories, "Tales
from the Red Lion," written by a
handful of Twilight Tales' regulars.)
Jens began Twilight Tales because
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she was disappointed with the lack of
lishing because he is avoiding rejection. "I've been dabbling in fictionvenues presenting genre fiction as a
horror and sci-fi writing since I was a
live reading. "Twilight Tales is about
grooming authors," Jens says. It also
teenager," he says.
can serve as a stepping stone to sucMunger, a computer programmer
cess for some writers. "There are pubfrom Indiana, has been reading and
lishers and bookstore owners who
writing performance poetry for about
come to scout talent and also maga15 years. He was introduced to Twizine editors and small press editors,"
light Tales when he saw a flyer at a
she says.
poetry slam in a Chicago coffee shop.
For example, Andrea Graham
"A principal reason I go to Twilight
from 57th Street Books in Hyde Park
Tales is to be around other genre
writers," he says. "There is someis often spotted in the audience looking for new talent. And Martin
thing about reading a story to listenMundt, one of Twilight Tales'
ers who are right there
longtime participants,
reacting that can really
has partaken in severhelp me see what
al appearances and
••There are publishers works and what
doesn't,
and
speaking engagements at Chicago who come to scout talent how much fat
bookstores as a and also magazine editors needs to be
trimmed from
result of being
and small press editors." a story."
scouted.
But Twilight
To attract a
-Tina Jens, Twilight Tales founder
Tales doesn't only
bigger audience,
fea ture local talent.
Jens came up with
Some
best-selling
the idea of theme
authors invited to read at
nights at Twilight Tales.
Twilight Tales include British horror
"Theme nights jazz up the proauthor Brian Lumley; sci-fi writer A.J.
gram and lure readers out," says Jens.
Red Light ·N ight, held on the
Budrys; fantasy novelist Jody Lynn
Monday closest to Valentine's Day.
Nye; and Yvonne Navarro, author of
the popular book series "Buffy the
focuses on erotica and often provides
a graphically sexual scenario. "It's
Vampire Slayer: The Willow Files"
erotica and romance but basically a
(Pocket Books, 1999).
Open Mike Night happens on the
lot of smut," Jens says. "We get the
first Monday of each month and
biggest audience of the year on Red
offers new authors a chance to share
Light Night with at least 75 audience
their work with others. Anyone can
read on Open Mike Night, usually
for about 20 minu tes. Space is limited, so Jens recommends submitting
stories via the Twilight Tales Web
site www. twilighttales.com, three
months in advance to secure a spot
at the podium.
Chicago writer David Munger has
been reading at Open Mike Night for
a few months and hopes to be a pubThe Red Lion Pub in Lincoln Pa rk provides
lished writer soon, alth ough he says
a spooky setting for Twilight Tales.
he has yet to submit a script for pub-
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members. It is a very volatile show."
Jens recalls a Red Light Night at
which a local dominatrix was invited
to give spanking demonstrations. The
atmosphere was embarrassing to
some attendees. "People were getting
turned on and [others] got upset and
were walking out," Jens says.
Other them e nights inclu de
Cat/Dog Night, Barbie Night and
Prom Night.
Twilight Tales also hos ts a couple
of benefit shows for the Latin School
Scholarship Fund. Here, supporters
of the school's Live & Learn adult
education program can sign up for

$45 and attend a reading, receive a
b ook of their choice and two free
soft drinks.
Those w ho don't wish to leave
their caves also can get in on the
ac tion-some featured stories a re
available for purchase in print form.
Several anthologies of stories originally p erformed at Twilight Tales
have been published in collaboration
w ith Eleventh Hour Productions.
They can be found at local bookstores
such as Stars Our Destination in
Evanston, After-Words in Chicago,
and 57th Street Books in H yde Park,
and range in price from $2 to $16. D

Davi d Munger reads at Open Mike Night,
held on the first Monday of each month.

N'Side N'Digo
Thriving magapaper changes the image of African Americans one issue at a time
By Jason Maymon
ermene Hartman is a pioneer.
H
Once vice chancellor of external
affairs at the City Colleges of Chicago and the director of d evelopment
and communications, she has b een a
longtime activist for social issues
concerning African Americans. In
1989, she created a n ew voice for
Chicago's African-American community. Determined to change the
way blacks were portrayed in the
media, she crea ted N'Digo, a "Magapaper for the Urbane."
Hartman hoped to present AfricanAmerican issues, such as community
involvement, culture and family, in a
"reality light. " "I wanted to show students going to school, doctors,
lawyers. Here are our people, reflective of black life in Chicago," says
Hartman.
Chicago was already home to
some of the nation's most well-known
African-American publications, such
as Johnson Publications' Jet and
Ebony, and the Chicago Defender. But
it was ready to host another, especially one with a new angle.
N'Digo looks like a n ewspaper,
but it is presented in a m agazine format with features and a few columns.
Unlike the Johnson publications,
N'Digo does not serve a national
audience. Its target audience is the
~
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city of Chicago, but has expanded circulation to Evanston and Gary, Ind.
N'Digo began as a monthly
lifestyle-oriented magapaper in
December 1989 with a distribution of
50,000. It n ow commands a readership of a half-million. It has quickly
becom e the official black magapaper
of Chicago, according to Editor
David Smallwood. " It filled a void of
black representation," he says. " It
became a print voice of black people
in the city of Chicago."
Thorn Clarke, president of the
Community Media Worksh op, a
sm all media institution that focuses
on b ettering Chicago's crumbling
communities, describes Hartman as
"a survivor in a tough business. She
clearly represents a success story."

In 2001
N'Digo generated more
than $2 million in sales.
This is especially impressive because
the ven erable
Daily Defender
is struggling,
with readership
hovering around
20,000.
Hartman's plans for the future
include adding more distribution and
pages. According to Smallwood, N'Digo will also add more h ard-hitting
news. One new regular feature will be
called "West Side Story," and will focus
on tough issues troubling Chicago's
West Side neighborhoods that Hartman
feels are being ignored by other major
Chicago media.
As N'Digo grows, Hartman' s
creation reflects h er dedication to
serving the African-American community. "She sh ould be applauded
for h er determination and grit to
launch this publication," says Lillian Williams, director of broadcast
journalism at Columbia College
Chicago. " [Hartman] h as launched a
unique publication." D
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A short story by Heather Davis

he day I turned 16, I stood in our
T
wide, flat driveway clutching in
my very hands the shiny, silver key to
Freedom. It was a brand-spankin-new
'86 Camaro Z28-the It-car of the
South-black as night and slick as
rain, fully loaded with T-top, given to
me by my father as a surprise for
"becoming a man." My old man stood
there looking at m e, his arms crossed
proudly over his chest, beaming at his
man-son. I was the first of my friends
to get a car-the first to turn 16-and
the road was all mine. Chicks were
gonna dig it.
The next morning I purposely got
up late and headed off toward school
real slow; that way, I knew everyone
would already be standing around
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outside on the front lawn,
hour. I'll spare the
''It was a
where they could see me
heartbreaking details,
brand-span kin·
but I spent the rest of
cruise up in my bad
high school swalnew ride, bass cranked
new '86 Camaro
lowing down every
and thumping out
Z28-the
It-car
of
slow, hot love tunes
last drop of my
and my Ray-Bans
the South-black as pride as my buddy
slung down low on my
night and slick as
Jon got all the girlsCyndi, Traci, Mindi,
nose, looking over the
rain .. !'
Candi, all those hot
top of them, gazing out
the windows like "Yeah,
girls that always ended
baby," and all the girls would
the spelling of their names
come swarming over the glossy
in an 'i,' just to be cool-picking
hood of my purring machine, cooing
them all up as he cruised along in his
brand-new, candy-apple-red '86 Musand giggling and begging to climb in.
Instead, halfway to school, a fattang GT-the other It-car of the South.
When I turned 18, I stood at a
assed bitch in a Lincoln Town Car
thought red meant "go" and sidevoting booth inside the Calvary Hill
swiped me at 45 goddarnn miles per
Memorial Southern Baptist Church
E
E
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gripping that fate-deciding No. 2
"What was your self again?" she
pencil with all the might of the politslurred. "I mean your-where-the
name you call you?" She pulled me
ical power that had been bestowed
upon me. My blood ran red, white
across the threshold of her front door
and blue. My entire extended family
and began pulling my jeans off.
"Rick," I said, but I wasn't sure.
were die-hard Republicans, always
had been, so I voted for Dukakis.
"Oh, I thought-! mean, you-oh,
Sitting in front of my TV, I watched
fuck it!" She yanked off her shirt.
"No, wait-," I stammered. 'Tm
in horror as the entire map of the
not that- name-it's not-but I'm-."
United States turned blue on national
She tossed her high heels across
television. Cartoon elephants kept
the room. They crashed into somepopping up on the screen--elephants,
they were the goddamn elephants.
thing fragile.
"Ron," I said. No, that was my
After it was all over, one-by-one my
grandpa's name. "Ryan," I said at last.
family came by and patted me on the
shoulder. My Uncle Bob slapped me
"Not Randy-I was wrong."
on the back and said, "Well, kid, we
"Sure, whatever," she mumbled,
all make mistakes."
and shoved me onto her couch, attackThe night of my 21st birthday, I
ing me with her moist, pink mouth.
was on a drinking mission. I was
When I turned 25, I
already well on my way to
breathed a sigh of relief
having an incurable case
as my insurance
It's just the
lady-a thin, frailof lung cancer, so I figured what the hell,
looking woman
way things are,
might as well take up
with eyeglasses
like that old Rod
bigger than my
alcoholism as well.
Since I was the first
head-leaned
Stewart song that
of my friends to turn
over her desk
goes,
"Some
guys
have
21, I went out to the
and handed
clubs alone. I proudme my new
all the luck, some
insurance rates.
ly displayed my new
guys
get
all
the
ID to the muscle-shirt"Congratulations," she said
ed, stone-faced guys at
pain ..."
the door, grinning wide
dryly. Behind her
and stupid so I'd match the
glasses, her eyes were
photo, and they thumbed me
magnified to the size of
through. Inside, the sweat-filled air,
golf balls.
I took my estimated insurance savclouds of smoke and hazy glare of
brash neon hit me like a concrete wall,
ings and went out drinking with my
and immediately I decided that this
buddies to celebrate, although they
wouldn't be "responsible adults" for
was going to be the best damn night
of my life. I eased up to the bar and
another few weeks and months. They
ordered up a Jack D's Old No. 7, a
didn't care as long as I was buying. On
smooth rush of sour mash Tennessee
the way home, I mistook a red light for
whiskey. The liquid rolling off the
a green one and sideswiped a fat-assed
back ledge of my tongue, down my
bitch in a white Impala, totaling both
our vehicles. I got a DUI, a bad case of
throat like a hot waterfall, I took it
whiplash, and a letter from my buglike a man.
Sometime about 2 a.m. I accideneyed insurance agent saying that my
rates had skyrocketed.
tally poured an entire Sam Adams on
And tomorrow, I'll be 30 goda blonde girl with very green eyes in a
damn years old. It doesn' t matter
very short vinyl skirt, then apologized
how you say it-it still comes out
profusely while trying to wipe her
sounding all-wrong. Thur-tee. Thurbare thighs with a thin napkin. She
tee. Three-0. Thirty. It's just not
was thankfully further gone than I
was and she pushed my hand up
right . Since I'm the first among my
under her skirt and told me that she
friends to round the corner of this
wanted to cover me in maple syrup.
new decade, they are all laughing at
By the time we got to her place,
me, hysterically. They can all still
we'd forgotten who the hell we were.
say twin-tee-nine as they knock
~
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back shot after sloppy shot and slam
their bruised glasses in unison and
defiance against the battered countertop.
I slug back another shot of Tequila and eye them all up. There's Jon,
in his red flannel shirt and blue
jeans, his dark hair cut short since
the last time I saw him, leaning
against the bar in his cool, nonchalant way. He's got a 2-year-old kid
now and one on the way. He married
one of those hot girls from high
school-Tammi-but now she spells
it with a "y." And Bobby- now a
banker-well, yellow-haired Bobby's
looking at me and telling me it's
about time I got laid again, his
bloodshot eyes howling with laughter, and he's slapping me on the back
for being such a sorry sonofabitch,
while Jon slaps him on the back for
being so damn funny, and I tell them
all to go to hell again and storm off to
the jukebox in the corner to play
something loud and violent.
When I come back I finish up
another couple of shots. They look at
me, the two of them-disappointed,
as if I've let out their helium-and
busted up the party.
"Look-," I say, but I don't even
know where I'm going with it, so I
snap my jaw closed.
"Ryan," says Jon, starting to get
up, but I wave him back with my
hand. "Don' t," I tell him, and he sits
back down, frowning.
I nod apologetically to my
friends because, after all, they can't
help it. It's not their fault. It's just
the way things are, like that old Rod
Stewart song that goes, "Some guys
have all the luck, some guys get all
the pain, some guys get all the
breaks" .. . and some guys watch
their entire lives pass by in a series
of celebrated milestones that only
fall to crumbling defeat moments
later.
I put my keys back into my pocket
and I walk out the door and into the
dark coolness of the night, the lateOctober chill welcome against my hot
face. I glance over to the car I'm supposed to attempt to drive home, but I
keep on walking. Out onto the moonlit back roads that lead to a place I try
to call home. Walking alone. Walking
toward another milestone. D
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Hope
routine is never just well-rehearsed monologue,
nor tabletop danc;e$ and combs through wet hair.
i walk the same ~h "'very day
yet, now that you·ask. i can't prove that it's there.

The Old Lady On
I know the old lady on
she hunts for bread i
and to the bright town square she goes
as pigeons peck the crumbs she throws.
Beside the pond where grass is high
ducks chew on toasted wheat and rye
as she strolls by.

~

Sweeping through the whispering scrapes
of golden leaves in brittle shapes,
and as calm, cool fall wind blows,
she feeds the finches, doves and crows.
When dusk breaks fourth and night sets in,
the square turns crisp with brown bagged gin
and all her bread has now been thrown
but she still strolls home alone
between the paths of cobblestone.
Street lamps shine their soft, mad grace
upon her tainted, sorrowed face,
as all the nights across the years
she cries these slow, sad, aching tears.
For I still have but yet to meet
a hungry bird on Orange Street
- Bridget O'Shea

purifying my dance in your passion
and become the silence that carries your prayers
- Dora Muhammad
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It's Not Easy Being Lois Lane
Her brown eyes surged with excitement
as she took a cigarette from the
gold-and-white Marlboro pack,
Twirling it between her fingers like
some bizarre miniature baton
while glancing at the glaring red letters of
the No Smoking sign on the wall.
I knew the flood was coming;
I watched her eyes storm.
She started talking about him.
Superman,
Mr. Perfect, Prince Charming,
the rocket scientist,
the Ralph Lauren model,
the love of her life, the man she's going to marry,
the man she went on the first date with last night
and talked to for five full hours straight today
while consuming coffee at Starbucks.
That's a lot of coffee, I said.

For my sister
Little Nina thought
That the moon was her balloon
She was always right

-Natalie Mau
She went on cautiously,
lowering her voice, careful
not to let it slip into a dreamy tone,
as though she had successfully
concealed her lust for this man.
Had her voice been a few decibels lower,
it would have been seductive.
When we kissed at the table today, there was a spark.
A shock. It was amazing.
I wanted to tell her.
I wantea to describe how she had ....,,.... ...~.,, ._
it's not easy being Lois Lane,
and how her feet had undoubtedly
on the floor without her even realizing
and how the friction of two materials
being rubbed together creates static
and how the static gave her a small electric charge
and how small electric charges create
tiny electrical shocks when
the charged subject touches something neutral
Physics is a cruel science
and I kept silent, saving it for
if the second date goes sou r.

For my brother
Wake up, little girl
Your mama had a baby
A boy named Aaron

-

Natalie Mau

Chaiku
Smokestacks are coughing
Automobiles are wheezing
That's you Chicago

-Lee Kitzis

- Lisa Super

~
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It's all wit in your rea

Located 1 block south of Columbia"s main building!
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MEDITERRANEAN

Featuring:
Soup
Salad
Sandwiches
Chicken
Pizza

~~~~!U:Ullll Pasta

Mediterranean

~-:::=~~!WJ.LI u Specialities
224 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60604
(312) 939-5685
Fax (312) 786-9128

Photos by Stacie Freudenberg and Jamie DiVecchio di Ramsay
Text by Jamie DiVecchio di Ramsay

ine o'clock in the morning, April 28, 2002. Most of us are shaking off
hangovers or coming home from work, and a lot of these guys are, too.
But this drizzly Sunday starts with 50-some mufflers revving and a whole
lotta leather. Today is Chicago H .O.G (Harley-Davidson Owners Group) No.
0987 and A.B.A.T.E.'s (A Brotherhood Aimed Toward Education) Awareness
Run Ride. These riders will cover 50 miles of the city on their motorcycles
from their h eadquarters at 5481 N. Northwest Highway to Hyde Park, up
Lake Shore Drive to Adler Planetarium, and through Lincoln Park for lunch .
These women and men don't only own Harleys, they live them-in 'em,
on 'em, with 'em and sometimes under 'em. For most of them, owning a
Harley isn't just shelling out $30,000 to own a customized vehicle. It is being
part of a community. It is taking up 200 feet of an entire highway lane with
a parade of 100 of your closest friends. It is cruising down Western Avenue
to collect Toys for Tots every Christmas. It is waving the stars and stripes
around town. It is beer in the morning and p ancake breakfasts. It is sexy. It
is freedom . IJ

N
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(left) Camaraderie is an essential
part of this life. Members look out
for brothers like Mikey Trikey.
Trikey was a former Harley rider
who is now bound to a wheel chair
due to multiple sclerosis. He's still
part of the family, showing up at
meetings to help sew patches on
members' jackets.

(below) Marvin Katz, former A.B .A.T.E. president, was confined to a wheelchair
after a recent motorcycle accident in Arizona. Katz wakes up Sunday to a throng of
engines in the alley behind his house. The bikers are clapping, honking and paying
respect. They chose his house as their first stop to present him with the Dave White
Award of Excellence, named for Dave "The Dogkiller" White, who founded the
Chicago chapter of A.B.A.T.E. in 1984.
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(above) A.B.A.T.E. members believe that t he
decision to wear a helmet should be a personal
choice, not mandated by law. A.B.A.T.E. lobbies
for support of cyclists "through education and
not legislation." (below and right) The group
makes sure to " pay their respects" to Senator
Donnie E. Trotter's office on 87th Street, leaving
an A.B.A.T.E. sign on the front lawn. Trotter, a
Harley owner himself, does not suppo rt many
of A.B.A.T.E.'s programs.
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Restaurante.
Sports Bar.
Pizzeria.
Big Screen T.V.
10% discount for
students & faculty
8 50 South Wabash
Chicago, IL (312) 431-9007

FOR $20 YOU CAN HAVE:
A Holga camera II 20o/o off all books and catalogues sold
through the museum II Invitations to all public openings and
receptions II Invitations to members-only special events II
25o/o discount on a subscription to the New Art Examiner
II 1Oo/o discount on each cup of coffee at The Rain Dog Cafe II
Complementary admission to seven photography museums
around the United States.
When you join The Museum of Contemporary Photography,
Columbia College Chicago.
Mail in the application below, call 31 2.663 .5554 or
visit the w eb site, www. mocp.org .
The Museum of Contemporary Photography,
Columbia Col lege Chicago
600 S. Michigan Avenue Chicago, IL 60605
© The Aaron Siskind Foundation,
Courtesy Robert Mann Ga llery, New York

APPLICATION

Name
Address
Cit

Zi

Code

Home Phone
Name of Colle e
E-mail

Payment

The $20 memebership fee is only for students. Other membershipS begin at $35.
I ) My check for $20. made payable to The Museum of Contemporary Photography, is enclosed.
Please charge my credit card:
I ) Visa

Account Number

I ) American Express

I ) Master Card

I ) Discover

Name on Card

Si nature

Mail to:
The Museum of Contemporary Photography. 600 S. Michigan Ave .. Chicago. IL 60605

Trouble brews for local coffee shops when a big name moves in
By lla•alie tlau

W

icker Park
coffee shop
manager Fabio
Sorano, 30, remembers it well.
It was the busy
summer of 2001.
The outdoor patio
at his mother's cafe,
Letizia's Natural Bakery on Division Street and
Leavitt Avenu e, was teeming with
customers when he heard the news.
"I heard a guy talking to two of our
regular customers. He was saying,
'Yeah, it's going to be where the
Laundromat is."'
The mystery man, who turned out
to be a Starbucks employee, was
excitedly relaying the news to Fabio's
customers about a new Starbucks
that was coming to the area. The
Laundromat location never materialized, but a few months later the old
green-and-white awnings went up at
a different location at Damen and
Milwaukee avenues. Sorano reacted

••1 have
measured out
my life in coffee
spoons.••
-T.S. Eliot
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by raising prices to match those of
Starbucks and posting signs declaring his bean's superiority, which
read, "Our beans are more expensive
and they aren't burned."
Referred to by some as coffee row,
Wicker Park is arguably the hipster
capital of Chicago. The area is home
to all types, from dot-com businesspeople to starving artists. As the
Wicker Park Chamber of Commerce
puts it, the area is "one of the most
richly diverse, multi-cultural neighborhoods in the city with 'Mom-andPop' business entrepreneurs, shops
and restaurants ... and a notably large
population of artists and galleries." In
a single Wicker Park moment one
may see an affluent 30-something
couple, matching Labradors in tow,
grabbing some low-fat lattes at Starbucks. At the same time, a mohawked
skateboarder shoots by, his Redeye
coffee from Earwax cafe in hand,
barely missing a pack of tattooed
scooter kids on their way to Jinx for
double espressos.

Just a short time ago, however,
that Starbucks couple would have
had Earwax coffee, too, or perhaps
mochaccinos from Kaleidoscope,
Sweet Thang, Off the Wall, Cafe
DeLuca, The Gallery cafe, Jinx,
Letizia's or one of the other privately
owned coffee houses of Wicker Park.
Veteran residents recall the way
rumors spread in a matter of days,
"Did you hear they're opening a
Starbucks here?" To them, news of
"Big Coffee" coming to this hotbed
of non-corporate cafes challenged
their support of all
things
autonomous and the area's fierce
independent spirit.
Cafes close to the fledgling site
became the center of anti-Starbucks
activity. A few political and social
groups unofficially teamed up to plaster the neighborhood with anti-Starbucks posters and stickers. "Cul-DeSac," a local zine, ran an article entitled, "Starbucks Coffee Tastes Like
Ass." Protesters covered the windows
of the soon-to-be-Starbucks with "cor-
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porate whore" stickers-the windows
says Sorano. "They open stores in
they didn't smash out, that is.
established areas, preferably right
next to a local place that does a
Even after a steady stream of
lot of business." Sorano
brave customers trickled in to
the new Starbucks, the
wonders why Starvandalism continued.
bucks didn't open in
Angry Wicker ParkBucktown in 1998
when his mothers continued their
Protesters covered
er's store did .
"starbucking" with
"We had 14
more stickers on
the windows of the
break-ins in
Starbucks storesoon-to-be-Starbucks
fronts and antithe first 10
with ••corporate whore••
months, and
corporate propamy
mother
ganda posters on
stickers-the windows
the traffic signs.
was robbed at
they didn•t smash
The most effecgunpoint one
tive form of protest,
day during lunch
out. that is.
time. Our sales
however, was simply
patronizing smaller cofwere $70 a day for a
fee shops, and it's the form
year or so. Why did it
many residents chose most
take years for them to open
often. A handful of the privately
in the area? Because there wasn't
owned shops have been in Wicker
enough money here yet." Sorano says
he believes Starbucks waited until
Park for several years, and their loyal
other shops had cleared a path, in a
customers have remained faithful.
These acts of rebellion are not
unique to Starbucks' Chicago franchises; similar incidents have been
reported in Seattle, Bloomington and
Portland. The Starbucks Co. officially
refers to such protests as "push-back
issues." But what is the real issue
behind these "issues?" Some protesters oppose Starbucks' transactions
with Latin American coffee distributors. The Organic Consumers Association, Friends of the Earth and Global
Exchange have all accused Starbucks'
coffee distributors of exploiting
underprivileged farmers and subsidizing coffee plantation sweatshops.
Those groups have d emanded the
World Bank stop giving loans to such
plantation projects, which they claim
damage the environment, exploit
workers and contribute to global
overproduction. According to a press
release issued by those groups,
"Using words like 'Starbucks' and the
'World Bank' in the same sentence as
'conserving biodiversity' is an obscenity." The Starbucks company says it is
"committed to sourcing coffees of the
highest quality that support a sustainable social, ecological and economic
model for production and trade."
Others believe the abundance of Starbucks in once eclectic neighborhoods
is a small piece of a much larger problem-homogenization.
"They have predatory practices,"

sense, waiting until the neighborhood
was safe and wealthy to set up shop.
Traditionally, coffee shops are
meeting places in times of historical
significance. In his book "Uncommon
Grounds,"
Mark
Pendergrast
describes San Francisco shops in the
1950s, " ... poets Allen Ginsberg and
Bob Kaufman brooded over the faults
of Eisenhower's America while the
Italians in the front laughed at them,
wondering aloud, 'When are they
gonna work?'" Fifty years later, society's beatniks, poets and artists can
still be found contemplating life, love
and death in the backs of coffee shops.
"Coffee is the last legal drug," says
Sorano. "Just like people won't quit
smoking or switch to generics w hen
they're broke, they aren't going to
trade their soy mochas for a medium
coffee at Dunkin' Donuts."
Non-corporate coffee turned out
to be a wise investment in Wicker
Park. All of the shops mentioned ear-
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lier survived Starbucks, the cast of
the Real World and a shaky economy.
However, there is a new threat on the
horizon. Once again, there are murmurs of a new Starbucks in the Wicker Park area.
Rumor has it Starbucks is checking out a location on Chicago and
Damen avenues, just a few short
blocks from their year-old location.
Directly across the street sits Atomix,
a fledgling coffee shop and hipster
mecca. The area is not exactly Wicker
Park-it's the East Ukrainian Village-but the influx of young professionals and arrival of condos in the
area smacks of Wicker Park and
Bucktown. Sources from Starbucks
say that information about a new
store cannot be released until the site
is secured and construction begins,
but Atomix regulars claim to have
seen Starbucks officials in the area.
'Tve had people telling me every
day for a year that a new Starbucks is
supposedly opening around here, and
I just tell them, 'If you don't like it,
then don't go there.' No matter how
big a corporation is, it has to shut
down if no one goes," says the owner
of Atomix, Atom Paul.
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According to the public relations
had to use the bathroom. While there
section of Starbucks' Web site, the Milhe also purchased a soy mocha he
waukee and Damen avenues store is a
simply described as "not very good."
part of the company's Urban Coffee
If the loyalty of Wicker Park's indeOpportunities Program. The intenpendent coffee pat-rons are an indication
tion of this program is to
of things to come, Atomix will be
"develop Starbucks in
safe from the new Starunder-served
bucks-if it comes. Yes,
munities" because
they will inevitably lose
"the presence of a
a few customers,
Society's beatniks,
Starbucks can be
those who were
a catalyst for
never quite compoets and artists can
other business
fortable in the artsy,
still
be
found
development in
Atomix
atmosa community as
phere or perhaps
contemplating life, love
well as an invitthose who never
and death in the backs
ing place to
knew Atomix was
of coffee shops.
work and meet."
even there. Paul
"That's ridicusays the signage outlous," laughs Paul,
side his cafe could be
recalling Starbucks'
flashier. But Atomix has
"black vans" parked
loyal customers and several
near his old cafe, Brewed
attractive features that Starbucks
Awakenings in Milwaukee, Wis.
does not have: dairy-free waffles and
He sold the shop and went to work for
Freedom coffee, a Chicago-based indesome other cafes in Minnesota before
pendent coffee roaster, for example.
moving to Chicago to open Atomix. "I
These are the types of things that
don't know what I'd be doing if I wasmay help Wicker Park's independent
n't doing this," he says. "I don't have
coffee shops stay alive. The quirky
any other skills." Paul says he stopped
decors, daring menu items, a staff that
in one of Chicago's Starbucks when h e
gets to know you personally and gets
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to know exactly the way you like your
coffee, and community feel-old
friends or new ones-is what patrons
enjoy. For them it is comforting to
know that the person you place your
order with is very likely the person
who will be making your drink
instead of some human assembly line.
"I think it's sort of compelling that
no one can really say what it is that

makes these small
shops important.
It's just a feeling
they are important," says Sean
McCarthy, 24, an
Earwax waiter.
"Starbucks is fast
and convenient;
there are no Earwaxes or Atomix
at the airport, but
it's also the McDonald's of the coffee
world, huge, soulless
and, frankly, not even
very tasty."
"Isn't that fucking scary
to think of," asks McCarthy,
"a world where the only coffee
you can have is Starbucks coffee?
It's that same stupid 1984 reference
everyone makes about the future, but
it really is relevant."
Chicago historian Dominick
Pacyga says small coffee shops are
worth saving because of their unique
character, but he warns, it's a tough
job. "These large corporations move
in and overwhelm the smaller
places," he says . Wicker Park used to
be full of little coffee shops, Polish
restaurants and Puerto Rican grocery

stores, but as the middle class
pushed in, larger companies followed, leaving Mom and Pop stores
in their wake. The current situation
in Wicker Park is a micro version of
globalization, says Pacyga . On a
recent trip to Hong Kong the sheer
number McDonalds and 7-ll's on
individual blocks astounded him.
"Unfortunately we have a system
based on competition, and these
smaller places just can't compete," he
says. "People moved into Wicker Park
because of its character, and the corporations that followed them will
probably destroy it."
Diversity was once the most
attractive feature of Wicker Park, but
as rent prices escalate and gentrification sets in, this feature is fading fast.
Perhaps the numerous quirky coffee
shops will become a thing of the
past. Perhaps they will all become
Starbucks and Caribou Coffees.
It is possible, however, and more
likely, that these coffee shops will be
Wicker Park's saving grace- safe
havens for middle-class cultural centers. As long as there are still a few
Orwellians in Wicker Park and Bucktown, there will always be dark, smoky
cafes where strangers share ideas and
lovers sip coffee in complete silence. D

Talking Shop
There's no such thing as a solitary cup of coffee at Earwax cafe
Engrossed in writing this article, I reach for my coffee without
looking. Just as it reaches my lips,
someone approaches and asks,
"Can I grab this ashtray?" I nod.
The pen is relentless in my hand.
A second interruption comes
along, this time I'm asked, "Are
you done with your paper? I want
to read my horoscope." Again,
without speaking, a transaction
takes place.
"Hey-what's your sign?" she
asks me. If we were on the train or
in a nightclub (not that I would
go to a nightclub-! hate the
nightlife, I hate to boogie) and she
were a he, I'd ignore her. But this
is a completely unique social set-
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ting and I humor her and say,
''I'm a Sagittarius." She reads me
my vague fortune as my waiter
approaches. I order a vegan carrot
raisin muffin with grape jelly and
half pay attention to the paper's
predictions as they are read to
me.
The talkative stranger turns
her attention back to the person
she's sitting with. I stare straight
ahead and tap my pen against my
face wondering how I'm going to
make people care about small coffee houses in Wicker Park. I care,
but why? Is it because I actually
worked for Letizia Sorano my
first year in Wicker Park and saw
how sweet and non-corporate she

was? Is it because as teenagers my
friends and I would drive literally
for hours in search of weird little
cafes to hang out in all night? Is it
because I was raised by people
who taught me that different is
better?
I ponder the irony of me writing this story on an outing from
my actual neighborhood in Albany
Park, where I moved once rent got
out of control in Wicker Park.
Horoscope lady's friend snaps me
out of my daze with a flyer for an
underground film festival and
asks, "You'll be there, right?" I
don't have to think twice. I'll be
there. D
- Natalie Mau
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Ayesha, the wife of the Prophet (peace
be upon him), reports: The Prophet (peace
be upon him) of God said: "The best of you
is he who is best to his wife."
- an Islamic Hadith
n a warm summer evening in
Bloomfield, Colo., a pleasant
breeze wafts through the windows
from the golf course beyond the backyard and grazes 26-year-old Naveen
Balki's skin. Like most of her neighbors on the suburban Denver block,
she's winding down to face the week
ahead, cozied up at her computer. She
walks into the living room where her
husband, Arsalan, concludes a phone
conversation.
They start to talk and Arsalan's
words percolate into physical rage. He
slams the windows shut. He pulls the
sliding door closed. Naveen is sucked
into his unprovoked explosion. As he
hits her, her lips and arms are cut and
bruised. He smacks her head against
furniture. Had she loaded the dishwasher wrong again?
He launches her out to the curb, witnessed only by a street light. Looking
out over hole No. 2 on the rolling green,
she wants to run. She just stands there.
Later, Arsalan, called "Prince" by his
family, tows her wrecked body inside.
The usual empty apology follows. He
tries to wipe the blood oozing from her
nose onto her white silk nightgown.
The next morning, Naveen says a
Muslim prayer for a light down the
right path. Arsalan has thrown her
into mid-air, spat on her, tortured her
through violent sexual abuse, prevented her from receiving medical attention, robbed her of $15,000, cut her off
from family and forbidden her to work
out lest weight loss diminish the size
of her breasts. She has to go back East,
maybe not as far as her birthplace of
Pakistan, but east to Chicago, where
she'd lived for over a year before
becoming Mrs. Arsalan Rizvi. It's Aug.
13, 2001, and Naveen finally realizes
the right path is OUT.

O

GETTING OUT
Apna Ghar, (aap-nah gar) or "Our
Home," has paved the way for South
Asian victims of domestic violence.
Among the first three South Asian-targeted shelters in the nation, it helps
women like Naveen in ways that
many mainstream agencies cannot.

Sensitive treatment goes far beyond
teaching volunteers to overcome language barriers by saying "pain," or
"love" or "help" in a Hindi dialect.
Offering real assistance requires an
all-inclusive understanding of a different way of life.
For victims like Naveen, "getting
out" often starts with a shelter or crisis
hotline. Though Naveen is Pakistani,
she speaks English and knew she had
outlets for help, including her family
and the police. However, many immigrants are much less assimilated and
may not even know that 911 exists.

The door at Apna Ghar's main office is
open to victims of all backgrounds who
seek w ays out of vi olent rel ationsh ips.

Their language may not be spoken by
workers at mainstream shelters. Moreover, those agencies may not be accustomed to the family structures, religious mores and cultural traditions
that deter many women from seeking
refuge from their abusers. Naveen
found help at Chicago's Apna Ghar, a
culturally sensitive shelter that advocates for victims of domestic violence.
In the mid -1980s, five South Asian
women in Chicago-Prem Sharma,
Kanta Khippel and three othersbegan an Indo-Crisis phone line that
was the forerunner of Apna Ghar. It
served the general needs of Asian
Indians, Pakistanis, Bangladeshis, Sri
Lankans and Nepalese, many of
whom practiced Islam or Hinduism
and whose languages were not widely spoken by other crisis-line workers.
Noticing that domestic violence victims made a great number of calls, the

founders decided to expand, and
Apna Ghar was born. Incorporated in
1990, the agency has grown from a
one-room apartment shelter into a 12bed single-family home at a confidential location, with an administrative
office in a bank building in Uptown.
Services include help in getting
Orders of Protection (a kind of restraining order), organizing child visitation
and finding transitional housing. The
agency also offers emotional counseling, art therapy, protective sheltering,
translation and employment assistance. It still runs a 24-hour hotline
staffed by women, many of whom
speak five or more languages.
CULTURAL MISUNDERSTANDING
There are 140,517 Asians living in
Chicago-4.9 percent of Chicago's
population. South Asians constitute a
significant part of them. Yet, the
media still paint inaccurate pictures of
the East-such as the practice of
arranged marriage. In February 2001,
Chicago talk show host Oprah Winfrey aired a show profiling two South
Asian women in disastrous arranged
marriages.
Before the women
expressed their feelings of being
trapped, Oprah declared, "We are the
luckiest girls in the world to be born
in this country. "
The show's preface suggested that
women in arranged marriages are less
than lucky, and that South Asians in
arranged marriages are dissatisfied,
which is not always the case.
Arranged marriages can be difficult
partnerships, but they can also be as
strong and long-lasting as any other
marriage. Marriages are not always
arranged in South Asian families, and
how these unions are made varies. In
most cases, the woman's parents
check several suitors' families and histories and then consult with the
daughter on her options. According to
the Qur 'an, an Islamic religious text,
Muslim women are allowed to repudiate suitors they do not like.
Naveen's marriage was not arranged.
She met and fell in love with Arsalan
before they decided to marry.
The Apna Ghar staff, a majority of
whom are Indian or Pakistani, understand the cultural issues that often
prevent women from seeking help.
According to Kiran Siddiqui, Apna
Ghar 's non-residential counselor,
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"Arran ged marriage is something that always
comes up . I say there are arranged
m arriages in the United States also.
Look at your h igher bracke t- the
business communities, the industries-where two big families come
together, like maybe a CEO of one
company and a president of another
com e together in a sort of arranged
marriage."
FAMILY STRUCTURE
The family structure of m any
South Asians, w hich differs significantly from the nuclear family ideal in
the United States, can complicate the
issue of abuse. It's common to find
parents, children, grandparents,
uncles and aunts living under the
same roof. The family roles in these
households may be confu sing to
police in the United States when they
respond to domestic-violence calls in
South Asian homes. Also, when a
South Asian woman is married, she
generally lives with her in-laws,
rather than setting up a new h ouseh old of h er own. For exa mple,
Naveen's brother-in-law lived with
her and Arsalan the entire 18 months
they were married. This arrangement
is changing as more countries "Westernize," but many still uphold the traditional extended family.
In fact, Assistant Professor of
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Anthropology Usha Menon of Drexel
University says that many women in
her native India derive much of their
self-worth and identity from this family structure. She says they take
tremendous pride in keeping the
family together-pride in a role that
many Western feminists claim is
oppressive. Hindus believe that
only a woman possesses "shakti,"
or energy, upon which a man and
the entire family depends upon
for survival. Therefore, her
domestic sacrifice to the family
is not a drudgery, but an ability
afforded by her "shakti."
Family structure n ot only
affects identity but also interactions w ithin m arriage.
South Asian families often
participate in the relationship of a couple, even after
they are m arried. For
instance, w hen Arsalan's outbursts
becam e frequent and discussions with
him did not curb the violence,
Naveen's father, who was living in
Saudi Arabia, called Arsalan's father
in Pakistan and tried unsuccessfully
to sort through the matter. This kind
of "elder mediation" is less common
in the United States, where Am erican
couples tend to con sider their problems their own business. In South
Asian homes, this cu stom may deter a
woman from seekin g protection
through the courts or police.
"Some families come up with
these family agreements," says
Rabya Khan, a legal advocate at
Apna Ghar. "It's hard to explain to
them that it is not a legal contract.
It's not binding if the husband
doesn't follow through. You can't
arrest him on it. Her family may
drop some points like 'You will
stop hitting her' or 'You will let
her take English classes.' His
family says, 'We agree to this'
and everyone signs it. And then
she calls us again because he
hasn't changed ."
STIGMA OF DIVORCE
Because the family unit is
so interdep endent, divorce is
cond emned by most South
Asians. "There isn't really a
space for a divorced woman
in South Asian culture," says
Sarwat Rumi, Apna Ghar's

child visitation facilitator and a legal
advocate. Professor Menon agrees.
"For them [Indians], marriage is a cultural symbol. You h ave a position in
the neighborhood because you are a
married woman," she says.
A great deal of stigma is attached
to a woman who is divorced, which
then transfers to the family and could
have negative effects on unmarried
siblings. Naveen recalls her concern
for her younger sister 's prospects of
marriage before she divorced Arsalan.
"In this situa tion, the entire family, as
a unit, is a victim," she says. She was
for tunate that her family supported
her and did not worry about what
others might say.
"In the Muslim culture, your reputation is worth a lot," says Saba Hashmi, Apna Ghar's shelter advocate.
'Tm not sure how they say it here, but
like 'cutting off the family's nose [to
sp ite the face].' That means as long as
you do that [divorce a man], you are
jeopardizing all the children's future."
Whereas individualism is the norm
for many Americans, family takes
precedence in the households of many
South Asians. "They don't want to
m ake waves. You want to do what's
best for your family. And that's the
way we are raised: It's not individual
first, it is family first," adds Seema Sabnani, a legal ad vocate at Apna Ghar.

The st aff of Apna Ghar
are cult ural ambassadors

"When a South Asian wom an
comes to us, she has basically burned
all the bridges that she can," says Siddiqui. "She has tried interventions
with her family, w ith his family, with
his friends, with relatives. There are
times when our clients go back because
in South Asian culture, the family unit
has to stay intact. And the person who
has the responsibility is the wife."
South Asian victims also are
deterred from pursuing help for fear of
being deported. Intimidation is one of
the most serious methods an abuser
uses to control a victim. New brides
from South Asian countries already are
isolated culturally, verbally and psychologically, and many have to d epend
on their husbands. Ligy Pullappalli, a
lawyer at the Life Span law firm, who
works closely with Apna Ghar, says,
"[Abusers] will say things like, 'If I
divorce you, you'll have no right to
stay in this country, you'll never see the
kids again, you better take w hat I give
you ."' However, only Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) can
d eport or revoke visas.
EASTERNIZED SERVICES
Women not only find help at Apna
Ghar, they find comfort in the many
services Apn a Ghar has "Eastern-
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ized." Siddiqui's m ethods m ay be
unconventional, but they're essential
to her clients. "I meet clients in malls,
in grocery stores, in doctor's offices, at
COMMUNITY CRITICISM
a park, wherever it's safe," she says. "I
Despite all the help Apna Ghar has
hold their hands som etimes. I learned
offered South Asian women in Chicain grad school that you never eat with
go, some people w ithin the South
a client, you never touch a client. I d o
Asian community, bo th m en and
have boundaries, but if you go to a
women, have d enounced its service.
K. Sujata, executive director of Apna
South Asian home and you are offered
tea, you drink tea. Or else she is going
Ghar, says the founding members
to think you are being rude to h er."
were called "home wreckers," even
Something as simple as diet is an
though the women had families and
area of special importance at Apna
had been married m any years. "SomeGhar, w hich is equipped with three
how there was this perception in the
different refrigerators. One is the
community that they hated men. And
mainstream refrigerator. Ano ther
some of those problems continue to
keep s vegetarian food separate and
this d ay," Sujata says.
"pure" for Hindus. "Hallal" food
for Muslims (meat Chicago police take in 566 domestic
slaughtered in a violence-related calls e very day.
specific m anner,
similar to Kosher
Just as in the early 1960s, when the
food for Jews) is kept in a third.
women's movement began in America,
More than just service p roviders,
men may fear that the empowerment of
Apna Ghar counselors are resources.
"Many times our clients ask, 'How d o
women jeopardizes the family. The crityou think I should do this?' We can
icism may also stem from the fear that
only say, 'This is our suggestion ... '
admitting the existence of domestic violence within the South Asian communiThey are the ones w ho have to make
tha t choice. Even if they go back to
ty may damage its reputation. Sabnani,
their abuser, we will still be there for
a legal advocate, recalls talking to a
community elder who complained that
them. We are not going to shut their
case or close the d oor on them," says
Apna Ghar was "too negative."
Kahn.
Despite this criticism, the shelter
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has many allies. Locally, Apna Ghar
cooperates with police officers, especially of the 23rd and 24th districts, frequently offering talks on South Asian
culture. The 24th district includes the
area around Devon Avenue where
most of the city's South Asian population resides. The 24th is also one of
only two districts in the city with a Victim Advocacy Support Program,
which links domestic violence victims
to shelters and counseling resources
via police officers.
CONSEQUENCES
The FBI claims that it takes a
woman six to seven times to leave her
abuser, which averages 18 years for
most women. It took Naveen 18
months of brutality to finally accept
that her family mediation, her
requests for him to stop, and her
patience would never end Arsalan's
violence. She pressed charges against
him in Colorado, and on Feb. 20,
2002, her now ex-husband was sentenced to 18 months in jail, the duration of the torment Naveen suffered
in their marriage.
However, her case is rare. Had it not
been for a letter-writing campaign
through friends and family, Arsalan
may never have served jail time for
beating her. He would have simply
been deported back to Pakistan, where
he would be a free man. Most first-time
offenders serve mild sentences. In Illinois, first-time domestic battery is considered a Class A misdemeanor, carrying a punishment of less than one year
of incarceration. In order to be imprisoned, a person convicted of domestic
battery is considered a "felon" (minimum sentence of one year jail time)
only after having a prior conviction for
domestic battery or for violating an
order of protection. In other words, a
victim may endure multiple beatings
before the abuser is jailed.
Naveen has forgiven Arsalan, but in
her court statement she states, "My life
has been irreversibly altered. The person who I was-possessing confidence
and capabilities-is now dead." With
her ex-husband sitting an arm's length
away from her in the courtroom,
Naveen told the judge, "He burnt scars
onto my soul. He pounded me until life
itself became abhorrent."
It may be a long time before she
comprehends how or why her ex-lover

could do this to her. "More than the
permanent scars Arsalan put on my
body, what will stay with me longer is
this sense of utter betrayal," she says. "I
do not know if I can ever love and trust
someone the way I completely trusted
and loved him. There is a deep sense of
violation. A violation of my trust, a violation of my belief in the goodness of
people, a deep sense of loss. It is not
financial, it is not really a loved one's
death, it is more intangible, yet perhaps
more shattering."
But, for now, she's seen some kind
of justice-which gives minimal comfort for the extent of his cruelty. "Why is
it that the expectation [that abusers will
be punished] is so low?" Naveen wonders. "The legal system needs to view
domestic violence in a different way.
It's a very serious crime, but it's not
treated that way."
Like Naveen, other women and
their children begin to heal at Apna
Ghar. The staff frequently mentions
their clients' "blossoming"-they are
wearing lipstick again, they aren't looking over their shoulder when they take
a walk, they are cracking jokes. Even
Naveen has made a step forward: Her
e-mail name begins "deepstrength."
Changes are small, but these women are
relearning what life without fear means.
"I had a client tell me yesterday,
'You saved me,"' says Rumi. "What I
told her is that I didn't save you. I
helped you figure out how to save
yourself. The strength comes from
them. They are amazing. To sneak out
of the house, saying they're going to the
grocery store to come have a counseling meeting. Now that is hard-core."[]
Apna Ghar
4753 N. Broadway, Suite 518, Chicago, !L 60640
(773) 334-0173; crisis line (Ill.) (800) 717-0757;
out of state (773) 334-4663
w1vv.·.apnaghar.org

Violence Against Women Office
810 7th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20531
(202) 307-6026
www.ojp.usdoj.gov /vawo

Illinois Coalition Against Domestic Violence
801 S. 11th St., Springfield, IL 62703
(217) 789-2830
www.ilcadv.org

Chicago Metropolitan
Battered Women Network
220 S. State St., Chicago, !L 60605
(312) 360-1924
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This bracelet was a gift Amber Apodaca
received from the center where she helped teens with
drug and alcohol problems. She was wearing it
when an underage drunk driver took her life.

Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

0

U.S. Department of Transportation

Night Moves
Whether you're a midnight-shift
worker, club-hopper or just simply a
night person, you know how frustrating it is to cut your fun short because
you have to rush to catch the last ride
home before your Chicago Transit
Authority line closes for the night.
The CTA serves an average of 4,816
riders during its Night Owl hours, from
1 to 4 a.m. This may seem trivial in
comparison to the 1.5 million riders
who use the CTA during an average
weekday. But if you depend on public
transportation during the late-night
hours, the lack of options can leave
you immobilized.
Of course, you can always devise a
back-up plan to ensure you aren't
stranded on a train platform at 3 a.m
Frank Cristelli, a 21-year-old Columbia
College Chicago radio major, says,
"You have to improvise, which usually
means calling your roommate up and
making him come get you."
So, don't get stranded' Check out
the schedules below.

(Between Howard and 95th/ Dan Ryan)
24 hours a day, seven days a week

Linden to Howard: 4:55 a.m.-2:10a.m.,
M-F; 5:55 a.m.-2:05 a.m., Sa.; 6:55 a.m1:20 a.m., Su.
Howard to Linden : 4:35 a.m.-1 :45 a.m,
M-F; 5:40 a.m.-1 :45 a.m., Sa.; 6:35a.m 12 55 a.m., Su
This train stops 50 minutes later on
Fridays. For overnight service, ride the
N201 bus, which runs between the
Central and Granville stations.

(Between O'Hare and Forest Park/Congress)
24 hours a day, seven days a week

Kimball to Belmont: 4 a.m.-2 a.m., M-F;
4 a.m.-2 a.m., Sa.; 5:05a.m 12:25 a.m.,
Su
Belmont to Kimball: 4:25 a.m -2:25
a.m., M-F; 4:25 a.m.-2:25a.m., Sa.; 5:25
a.m.-12:55 a.m., Su
Clostng times vary for bus routes, so
check aCTA map first. A blue owl logo
is used on CTA brochures and signs to
designate which lines offer Night Owl
servtce. For more information, contact
the CTA at (888) YOURCTA, or
www.transitchicago.com

Nightcaps
Bartender Anthony Prino keeps tabs on patrons' worst behavior
By Josh Kaufmann
mats and grocery stores! "
During the day, Prino's time is
spent running errands or attending
It
classes at River Grove's Triton Comnormal workplace behavior, but for
Chicago bartender Anthony Prino,
munity College, where he studies a bit
of everything, trying to figure out what
watching customers lose it is part of
to do with the rest of his life.
the job.
"Bartending isn't a career," Prino
Prino, 25, works at Smart Bar in
Wrigleyville, located underneath the
says. "I could do it forever, but there's
no 401 (k) or real job security. I don't
Metro at 3730 N. Clark St. A native of
want to be an older person without
Chicago currently living in Oak Park,
any options••Everyone has their after-work ritual. I usually that's why
I'm going to
have a bowl of cereal:• - Anthony Prino, bartender
school. "
At the end
Prino says he was drawn to the Smart
of the night w hen the drunks pass
Bar by the great techno music and the
out and the lovers go home, Prino has
last-minute responsibilities. He has to
chance to make a lot of money.
clean the bar and then count out his
Aside from the occasional vomiting
tips-at least $150 a night.
spell, Prino has enough outrageous sto"Everyone has their after-work
ries to fill a book. "One time a girl and a
rituals," says Prino. "You can't just go
guy were making out pretty heavily right
home and go to sleep. I usually go
in front of the bar, but didn't realize there
home and have a bowl of cerealwere candles on the bar," Prino says. "It
something healthy-and watch TV. If
was kind of poetic justice because her
I can't fall asleep then, I'll read a
hair caught on fire in an instant. She was
book."
pulling clumps of hair from her head-it
Working at the Smart Bar for
was pretty disgusting."
Working four nights a week, usualnearly two years, Prino has gained
wonderful insight on behavior in
ly from 9:30 p.m. to 4:30 a.m., Prino
bars.
knows what it's like to be on a different
"We deal with people at their
schedule than most. He's single and
worst," he says. "At the end of the
has limited time to spend with friends
night, everyone's been drinking too
on work days.
"You're on a clock that the rest of
much and is running out of time to
find somebody to hook up with. This
the world's not," Prino says. "I usually
takes people out of their normal
wake up around 11 a.m. or noon, which
realm of behavior, but we're the ones
means I don't really start my day until
w h o have created the monster." [J
1 p.m. Thank God for 24-hour laundroirst they start sweating, then droolF
ing, and inevitably make a dash to
the bathroom.
may not seem like
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Burning Ambition
Firefighter Claudia Wciorka proves t hat bravery knows no gender
By Dora Muhammad

N

ights can be quiet for Claudia
the guys [male firefighters] are great."
Wciorka if nobody calls the
They'd better be. They need to be.
house. She's not a desperate girl hopTwelve fighters work 24-hour shifts
ing for a date- she's one of the city's
at the firehouse. Five fighters are
assigned to the truck that carries the
57 women working as firefighters
and paramedics.
ladders and equipment, five to the
Some nights, however, can be a
truck that carries the water and hose,
matter of life and death. She rememand two paramedics are assigned to
bers one night in 1999 when a call
the ambulance. The firefighters are
reporting a heart attack came over
allowed to sleep when they are not
the radio at her former Lincoln Park
out on a call, but at leas t one person
firehouse at Armitage and Larabee
must stay up during the wee hours of
avenues. With sirens blaring from
the morning. So they divvy up the
shifts by dealing cards and hope they
Ambulance 43, Wciorka and h er
partner arrived on the scene. They
get to sleep throughout the night.
grabbed the cot, laid the stricken
"You never sleep as good as when
man on the stretcher and pulled him
you are at home," she says. "You can
into the ambulance. They started an
get a call anytime when you're lying
IV, shuttled a breathing tube down
in bed. It's tough. Some nights you
into him and tracked his vitals on a
will be out all night. "
While there's no place like home,
monitor. Then, she defibrillated him
three times.
they try to transform the firehouse
"This guy was technically dead. If
into a comforting place. At the front
nobody had done anything, he
by the doors, three large sofa chairs
would have died right there," says
circle a TV against the wall. A fully
equipped kitchen is in the back with
Wciorka.
tables, sofas and another TV. The fireTwo weeks later a huge gift basket of fruit and candy arrived at the
fighters have the option of preparing
firehouse for Wciorka. Attached to
full meals or ordering in pizza.
the basket was a letter from the
"You cook here, you eat here, you
man's wife thanking Wciorka for
sleep here," Wciorka says. "There's a
constant family." This includes teassaving her husband's life. "They
send me a card every Christmas saying and ribbing.
ing 'Because of you, he sees his
"If you're the least bit too careful,
grandkids.' These
are the things that
·~ou never sleep as good as when you
stick with you all
the time," she says. at home!' -Claudia Wciorka, firef ighter
Since 1993, Claudia has been a member of the Chicathese guys will pick up on that right
away," she says. "If you 're always in
go Fire Department, recently crossing
over from paramedic to firefighter.
the bathroom combing your hair,
that's not going to work here. "
Sent back to the Fire Academy by the
After their 24 hours of work, fireFire Department as part of its CrossTraining Program, she graduated in
fighters welcome 48 hours to themselves. During her days off, Wciorka
February 2002, was immediately
assigned to Engine 1 at Wells and
golfs, plays soccer and spends time
with her two nieces.
Congress, and became the only
female at the station. She does both
While most of the men at the firejobs, finding them equally exciting.
house come from generations of fire"It's hard, demanding work," she
fighters, Wciorka is the only one in
says. "It takes a lot of energy and
her German-born family.
strength to do this work." But more
"My family thinks it's cool," she
than anything, she is having fun.
says. "If everyone works together,
''I'm good at this," she says, "and
this job is good. It's really good." CJ
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Solitary Stories
Night manager reflects from a funny angle at the Sears Tower
Night Rest in Pieces?
Tips to put insomnia to sleep
According to CNN, in the past century we have reduced our average
time asleep by 20 percent, and in the
past 25 years, added a month to our
average annual work/commute time.
The Challenger disaster, Chernobyl
meltdown, Three Mile Island catastrophe, and Exxon Valdez oil spill can be
partly linked to people suffering from
severe lack of sleep.
Insomnia is difficulty falling asleep,
waking frequently or waking up too
early but not being able to get back to
sleep, and waking feeling tired. So if
you're a catastrophe waiting to happen, try these sleeping tips

Better Bedtime Behavior
1. Sleep in a well-venti lated room on
a firm bed with one thin pillow and
music.
2. Avoid stimulation from caffeine,
alcohol, tobacco, TV. reading «Jnd
illuminated clocks.
3. Get up earlier, and keep regular
bedtime hours.
4. Get out of bed and do something
until you feel sleepy.
5. Use your bed only for sleep and sex.
Take a warm bath, drink warm milk
or herbal tea, or eat a light snack
before going to bed.
Take an afternoon nap.
8 Sleep on your back or side.

Folklore Favorites
1 Toe wiggling frees the channels of
energy f lowing in your body, re laxing it.
Sleeping with your head facing
north aligns your body w ith the
planet's electromagnetic field, harmonizing your body's energy.
Visualize something or someone
boring.
If you still can't catch some good
shut-eye after four to six weeks of
changing sleep ing and daytime habits,
seek professional medical he lp. It may
be a more serious problem.

--nom Muhalllllllld
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By Josh Kaufmann
uddled with coworkers around a
TV on the lOth floor of
the Sears Tower at
8:04 a.m. on Sept. 11,
Adam Witt saw the
second plane hit the
World Trade Center's
Tower Two. Immediately he knew the
country's tallest building was no place to be.
"As soon as I
heard about the Pentagon, I knew they
were going after
American landmarks.
That's when I decided to get out," says
Witt. "There was a
guy on the sidewalk
setting up a tripod
with a camera pointed up at the Sears Tower and I remember saying to him, 'I hope you get a
good shot, dickhead."'
Witt, a 29-year-old with slightly
gray hair, is the night hoteling super-

H

get two jobs accomplished at night.
As a member of
the Chicago-based
sketch comedy group
Schadenfreude, Witt
says he uses the night
to sort through ideas.
''I'm a writer. The
original goal of this
job was to be alone
with my thoughts and
work on my writing.
But after three years,
my job has become
more demanding and
I've spent less time
writing."
Witt says he
doesn't have to be at
the Sears Tower at a
specific time as long
as the work gets
done. Therefore, Witt finds himself
often missing the Brown Line train,
which stops running at 2 a.m., and
having to catch the Red Line to Jackson Boulevard. This works great for
Witt, because he loves
''The original goal of this job was to be getting onto an empty
train and
walking
alone with my thoughts and work on
through the Loop all
my writing!' -Adam Witt, comedian
alone-no crowds, no
hassle.
visor for the professional services
On the weekends, Witt says he
organization Ernst & Young.
tries to maintain a normal schedule,
Overnight, Witt makes sure that
but on weekdays it's a different story.
the Ernst & Young offices on floors 10
"When the sun is out and light
through 17 have enough pencils,
shines through your window, you
chairs and tables for the next day's
tend to trick yourself," he says. "If I
events-whether it's a conference or a
get home on time and go to sleep
power lunch.
right away then I'm fine . It's when I
"It's great because nobody bothers
get home and pop in a movie or two
me and I don't have to keep up on
that I get into trouble."
office politics or chatter," Witt says.
But he says he knows that living a
"By 6 a.m. when most people are on
10 p .m . to 6 a.m. lifestyle-often withtheir way in, I'm on my way out."
out getting enough sleep-is bound
Witt, a Cincinnati native, began
to catch up with him.
working nights while studying mass
"It's probably going to kill m e
communications at Miami University in
eight years before my time," he says
Ohio in 1993. Since then, he's fallen in
with a grin, "but those are the bad
love with the idea that you can really
years anyhow."[]
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Their garden.

e:;lr garden.
GRAND OPENING
ncircled by a garden,
embraced by the city.
You'd be surprised w hat other condos call a garden. But
at State Place, we have the rea l thing-extensive private
terraces of trees and flowers, elevated four stories above
the street.
Each of State Place's four buildings has its own
architectura l character, and they're all set above a full
block of shops, parking and great amenities. Come
discover w hat Chicago's motto, "C ity in a Garden", really
means. Visit State Place today.
1111 South State Street
Sales Center now open: 1140 South Wabash
Open Weekdays 11AM- 6PM
Weekends 11AM- SPM or by appointment

312-957-1177
iS)
"·'·"'"

Exclusive marketing agent: Frankel & Ciles.Developed by State Street Associates, L.L.C., a joint venture between
Mesirow Stein Real Estate, Inc., Northern Realty Croup, Ltd., and Near North Properties, Inc.

• Great Menu
• Available For Parties
• Open For Lunch - Call ahead for pick-up orders
• Open Late - Kitchen open until closing

((Dl "The Best Burgers In Chicago!"

We See the World the Way You Do
24 Hours aDay.
www.calumetphoto.com
For over 60 years, photographers from all walks of life
have counted on Calumet. They know they can rely
on our in-depth technical assistance, incredible selection of equipment and supplies, competitive ptioes
and outstanding customer supp01t.
Our Web site is an extension of our long-standing
tradition of providing quality setvice to student and
professional photographers. Here are just a few of the
ways in which our site enables us to setve you better:

1-800-CALUMET
(225-8638) U.S. and Canada
toll-free ordering

Bookmark us at
www.calumetphoto.com

• Simple, secure shopping
• Sales and product specials
• Ahuge selection of darkroom products
• Informative how-to articles
• Inspirational p01tfolios
• Immediate stock availability information
• Accessibility 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Visit Our Local Store

www.calumetphoto.com

I I I I N. Cherry • Chicago
3 12/440-4920

Ordering, information
and inspiration 24/7
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